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Principal’s Report  
Stephen Beck 

As 2017 very quickly draws to a close it is fitting to take a moment to reflect on what a 
year it has been in the education sector.  We have seen change in the sector that has 
been unmatched since the educational reforms of the 1980s.  The range and in particular 
the means of change has created uncertainty and instability within the education sector. 
This has been exacerbated by a looming secondary teacher shortage. 

The implementation of Community of Learners is the most obvious example of policy 
that seems to be drafted on the back of a napkin, poorly thought through and at risk of 
becoming a white elephant that will make the Novapay debacle look like a small 
accounting error.  The fundamental philosophy to form a collaborative partnerships 
between schools is solid.  What the ministry neglected to recognise is that this was 
already happening and being done at minimal cost to the taxpayer.  The best example of 
this is the long standing Canterbury Area School Association that we have been part of for many years.  The 
tool’s usefulness has also been eroded through Ministry manipulation and morphed into a tool to drive the 
Ministry’s areas of priority with the development of forced achievement challenges.  The result so far has been 
increased workloads through the need to navigate a process that is unclear and constantly changing.  This has 
done nothing to attract younger teachers to the trade, but only rewards a small number of those in the later 
years of their careers.  Which in turn has removed some of our quality teachers from the classroom, where we 
need them the most. 

We need to place more emphasis on attracting and retaining our finest to teaching the profession.  We have all 
heard the jokes such as, “What are the two best things about being a teacher, December and January,” and the 
constant remarks such as… “yeah but you get twelve weeks holiday a year”, but in the same breath it is 
followed by “I wouldn’t do your job for quids”.  The perceived holidays do not seem to be enough to make 
teaching an attractive profession.  Raising the profile of the profession is one area we need to do better but 
also managing the workloads of those in the profession is just as important and when we are in an 
environment of constant change this is very difficult. 

Hurunui College continues to move forward with a very stable, competent and passionate staff on deck.  We 
continue to strive towards creating consistency in approach across the school and minimising the disruptions 
caused by transitions as students move through our Learning Communities.  The community can continue to 
be very proud of what the school strives to achieve and can have confidence the school is well placed to 
continue to serve the community in the years to come.  A particular area of interest next year will the 
implementation of our modular approach to NCEA, providing broader subject availability and more 
individualised study pathways for the students at the top end of the school.  We hope this will be a catalyst for 
more diverse subject pathways in the years to come.  We are looking forward to an exciting 2018 and will 
continue to work closely with our students, parents and teachers to ensure that all are given the best possible 
opportunity to achieve during their time at Hurunui College. 

And by the way ... the twelve weeks holiday certainly helps! 

Nāku noa, nā 

Deputy Principal’s Report  
Jane Marsh 

In 2017, we have seen a consolidation of the key focuses of consistency and collaboration across the classes 
and the Learning Communities.  Through consistency and collaboration, we are creating a seamless working 
environment that is safe and inviting, where learners know what to expect and what to do.  In a culture of 
consistency, our learners are able to work, learn, and achieve to their potential. One of the key changes I have 
seen at Hurunui College, is that teachers are becoming more willing to open up their teaching practice, and 
share their expertise with others.  No longer do we see our teachers operating in solo classes, working alone, 
competing against each other, unwilling to share resources and due to a sense of failure, afraid to discuss how 
to best support an underachieving learner.  Teachers are now working collaboratively, and this has an impact 
on improving outcomes for our learners. This year as part of developing consistency in the curriculum, we 
have had a key focus on writing, including best teaching practice in writing, with an end result of improving 
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writing achievement. We are beginning to develop consistent practices in the teaching 
of writing, and as well have focussed on writing moderation. Writing will continue to 
be a focus in 2018. 

This year I had the opportunity to attend the National Primary Principals’ Conference 
in Queenstown. We had some inspiring key note speakers, including Steve Francis 
who spoke about building high functioning teams, Dr Sven Hansen who presented 
about how resilience can be learned, and Sir Graham Henry who spoke about his 
experience with leadership styles. It was fabulous to meet up with a number of 
principals from all over New Zealand, including a group of North Canterbury Primary 
Principals, who all had something in common – they were so passionate about their 
schools and providing best opportunities for their students.  

In 2017, there have been many learning, cultural and sporting opportunities provided for all to succeed. 
Highlights have included WaiSwim Lessons, Lepidoptera Week, the Arthurs Pass camp for the Exploring 
Learning Community, Debating and Speech contests, a visit by Nicola Toki, DOC’s Threatened Species 
Ambassador, with the tuatara she was looking after, Canterbury Schools’ Music Festival, and the Discovery 
Learning Community trip to Tuhaitara Park in Woodend. We are looking forward to our ‘Wearable Arts’ 
culminating activity at the end of Term 4. 

This year we welcomed Mr Chris Toki to our Primary Team. Mr Toki is our teacher in the Year 3/4 
Waiporoporo Class in the Discovery Learning Community. Mr Toki is a beginning teacher who brings life 
experiences to the classroom. He is passionate and dedicated to making a difference for his learners and has 
easily fitted into the ‘Hurunui Way’. We are thrilled that he has become a permanent staff member. 

At the end of Term 1, Miss Jasmin Findlay went on maternity leave, and we welcomed Miss Lauren Brinsford 
to our Year 5/6 Kikorangi Class in the Exploring Learning Community. Miss Brinsford has quickly learnt her 
way around the New Zealand Curriculum and she is a lively and refreshing face to our primary team.   

In 2017, Mrs Melanie Marryatt resigned from her permanent teaching permission, meaning that Mrs Janet 
Tilson will continue to work alongside me as leader of the Exploring Learning Community, and also as a 
member of our leadership team.  Janet is an experienced, knowledgeable, thoughtful and understanding 
teacher, and she has a considered approach in everything she does. I have really enjoyed working with Janet 
this year, and I am looking forward to this continuing in 2018.  

Finally, to you all, I would like to thank you for your wonderful support throughout the year. I wish you all a 
very Happy Christmas and a safe, restful and relaxing family holiday. 

 

Deputy Principal’s Report 
Iain Thompson  

Another fantastic and successful year for Hurunui College with many great opportunities arising for students 
within the school. 

I look forward to 2018 with the introduction of new ways that we deliver our Year 8-13 curriculum. The 
Investigating Learning Community has been working hard to introduce the new concept based curriculum, 
designed to provide more connected learning experiences between the ‘traditional’ teaching areas.  It also 
creates further opportunities to focus on the key competencies.  These are the capabilities people have, and 
need to develop, to live and learn today and in the future; Thinking, Relating to Others, Using Language, 
Symbols, and Texts, Managing Self, Participating and Contributing. These capabilities 
run through every subject and therefore every subject is essential to complete the 
education jigsaw for our pupils. 

There is also exciting times for the Aspiring Learning Community with the 
introduction of a modular courses for 2018. Mr Biddlecombe has led the way to 
provide a more responsive curriculum for the individual. I am very excited looking at 
what Hurunui College is offering our senior students for 2018. Gone are the days of 
one size education fits all and now we have a multitude of academic and vocational 
pathways available to our students. Vocational courses utilise the expertise of our own 
teachers as well as outside providers. 2018 will see the introduction of a school based 
outdoor education programme as well as a partnership between the school and 
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National Trades Academy to run the agriculture/ horticulture course. On top of this we will continue to take 
a selection of pupils through to ARA to benefit from a wide range of courses provided there. This has all 
been done whilst increasing the strength of our academic courses here at school. We now offer more classes 
than ever for our seniors thanks to the upskilling and flexibility of our teachers. 

I am looking forward to next year ad hope the pupils and their whanau take the amazing opportunities 
available to them at Hurunui College. 

Executive Officer’s Report 
Judith Topp 

It has been very pleasing this year to see an increase in roll numbers.  We have had 66 new enrolments to 
date, however  somewhat offset by 26 departures. Increased roll of course means increased funding. 

The school remains ever grateful to the families who pay the voluntary school donation, which helps provide 
additional items for our students, or subsidise school trips. 

Apart from the usual maintenance, this has been the quietest year on the property 
front for quite sometime, just the refurbishment of the library which should be 
completed and ready for use in January 2018. 

Our students continue to perform with excellence in many fields, academic, sporting, 
performing arts and caring for environment through Kiwi watch. We are proud of our 
students and their achievements. 

Once again, the 2017 school year, has been extremely busy, challenging and immensely 
rewarding. 

Christmas wishes to all. 

 

Board of Trustees' Report 
Bernie Dobbs, Chairperson 

As the school year comes to close, it is time to assess of progress for the year and on behalf of the Board I 
can report that we have hopefully left the college on good stead, with some substantial building and 
refurbishment projects either underway or ready to start in the new year.  But more importantly our main 
focus is on the education and safety of the students, so again on behalf of the Board I would like to express 
our gratitude and thanks to all the staff and employees at the College for their high level of dedication and 
enthusiasm shown throughout the year.  I would also like to thank those staff members who have left during 
the year and wish them along with our current crop of school leavers all the best for the future.  We are 
currently going through Board of Trustee mid term elections.  Jackie Carthy has chosen not to stand again, as 
a new job takes up more of her time and energy.  I would like to thank her for her enthusiasm and input while 
on the Board.  Bradley White has been 
re-elected again by his peers as their 
representative for 2018. 

Yours, Bernie Dobbs  

 

 

 

 

 

L-R J Valentine, S Beck, G Costello, B Dobbs, B White, J Topp,  

C Jemmett, B Cassidy. Absent: J Carthy 
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Head Students’ Report 
Miriam Clark and Flynn Crean 

As the 2017 school year draws to a close and as we move into the next chapter of our lives, we begin to reflect 
on our role as Head Students for the past year. This role has been a great learning curve for both of us and has 
helped prepare us for what lies ahead. We have had the valuable opportunity of representing the student body, 
interacting with staff and students of all ages and being able to grow our potential as leaders. 

Despite being a relatively small rural area school, it was surprising to see the lack of interaction between the 
junior and senior students. Especially at this young age, we believe that this interaction is crucial for 
developing a cohesive school and community environment.  During the year, we encouraged senior student 
interaction at events such as Tabloids, Swimming Sports and Athletics as we felt this had been lacking in the 
past few years. A couple of senior students also went down on Fridays to have lunch, help out and take part in 
junior class activities. These interactions have proved to be very rewarding and beneficial to the school's junior
-senior relationship. It is always awesome to walk through the junior end and have children run up to say hi 
and show us what they’re up to. 

One of the highlights for us this year was the introduction of the Student Council Young Leaders Award 
which we will be presenting at the end of year prize giving. This was very special for us as we saw there was 
no such award for young leaders in our school and we wanted to change that. We both strongly believe that it 
is crucial to recognise future leaders in our school and encourage them to build on their leadership potential.   

We are both very happy with the direction the school is heading and are confident that next year's Head 
Students will continue to develop the Head Student role, 
lead the school with the core values it is based upon and 
build on the strong community environment we have 
here at Hurunui College. 

As we sign off, we would like to take this moment to 
thank the school for the opportunity to lead Hurunui 
College, be a voice for our students and give back to the 
school that has shaped us to be the individuals we are 
today. 

Whakawhetai koe a tangi pai 

 

Library Report 
Paul Munnerley  

2017 was a year of comings and goings in the library. 

In the 10 months to the end of October, 283 different students came and went, issuing 10,078 books, 
magazines and DVDs.  Sadly not all those items came back!  Some left the district with their borrowers, others 
just disappeared.  Many were damaged by leaking bottles, dogs, rain or baby siblings!  Some merely expired 
due to wear and tear! 

With support from Hurunui District Library our non-fiction section was ‘weeded’ this year, opening up space 
on the shelves and updating factual material.  Many titles were given a ‘second chance’ going through school 
and District Library book sales. 

Sammy and Speedy, the Library goldfish, went at the beginning of 2017.  Sammy ‘went’ in the tank in January, 
and Speedy went shortly after moving to a new home.  Their departure allowed us to move shelving round to 
better display books. 

The Library laptops came and went – 6 went permanently due to damage or ‘wearing out’ leaving just 7 for 
senior students to share.  Several students discovered the benefit and convenience of bringing their own 
devices. 

The contents of Mr M’s jet plane and chocolate fish jars and the prize bag came and went as rewards for quiz 
scores, helpfulness, starting school and demonstrating RISE values in the library! 
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Other digital comings were: 

• the introduction of a school eBook service (ePlatform One from Wheelers Books).  This provided a 
range of eBooks that students could use on smart phones, tablets and computers.  The uptake was very 
low this year and we are considering whether to continue next year or not. 

• the creating of the school library website providing users with a range of links, resources and 
opportunities to interact with the library and beyond. 

• the donation of many more DVDs to the library. 

Non-digital comings included  

• 2 new ‘Flow seats’, proved very popular with all ages.  

• The golden LIBRARY balloons added a splash of colour.   

• Thanks to a generous grant from The Trusts Community Foundation we purchased a brand new print 
edition of World Book Encyclopedia.  Many students had an introduction to what pre-Google students 
used to find out about the world!   

• Student-Librarians got new magnetic badges (made locally) to wear on their duty days, while customers 
enjoyed the new board games Stand-Up Sit-Down and Connect Four. 

The major going and coming will be the library itself.  By the time you read this, the library will have relocated 
to a temporary home, while the building is renovated.  Next year school and community library users will be 
able to explore our new environment.  This has been in the pipeline for several years and many people have 
contributed to what is ultimately going to happen! 

Our library is a team effort.  The Community Library committee provides the link between school and 
community.  Our loyal and hard-working band of 22 community volunteers provide valuable support every 
day on a 4-week roster.  Twenty student-librarians help out at morning tea and lunch times, meaning we can 
keep the library open throughout the school day.  During busy class library times, class librarians help issue 
and return books so the Librarian can help individual students elsewhere.  This year we had three different 
cleaners who removed the (sometimes considerable) evidence of what students had been working on, eating, 
or had left behind during their time in the library!  And we must not forget the small, skilled group of baristas 
who plied library workers with espresso coffees and, on occasions, tea.  A school library is no longer the 20th 
century hushed book repository.  It is a vibrant, active, noisy place of enjoyment and discovery, open to 
everyone.  We hope to see you in 2018.   

Hurunui College PTA 
Nicci Heywood and Jenny Keeble 

Wow another year over already. Where does time go? The PTA has been busy again this year fundraising and 
supporting school activities. 

At the beginning of the year we donated money to Whero Class to purchase new sandpit and woodwork toys.  
We paid for the Ugly Shakespeare company to come and do their annual performance for Year 8-13 and we 
provided morning tea for the staff paid for by the NZEI and PPTA. 

In Term two we catered for a youth presentation at Hurunui College and in May we catered lunch for 50 
people at the Peaks Hall for a Field Days presentation. In June we had the bi-annual disco for Years 0-7 and 
we donated $1000 towards the costs for the SISS Netball tournament in Christchurch. 

In Term three we provided money for the school to purchase Jump Jam DVDs and bought new external hard 
drives for the some of the junior classrooms and we provided a tuck shop at the 7-Aside Tournament in 
August.  

Term four has continued to be busy and we will be subsidising each junior child $6.00 to go towards the costs 
for the end of year Year 0-7 trip to Hanmer.  We have also provided money for two new basketball hoops for 
the junior end for the school and one large hoop for the senior end. 

I would like to say thanks to the wonderful group of parents who have helped support the PTA this year. 
Without this small group of people we would not be able to continue to have a PTA at Hurunui College and 
provide funds for the items and trips as mentioned above. 
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ENTER TO LEARN, LEAVE TO SERVE 
Past... 
Each year we like to look back at what was happening in our school community five years ago and catch up 
with the students who left Hurunui College as Year 13 students. 
 

• A ceremony was held in September 2012 to mark the completion of the bulk of the Building 
Programme.  This marked the end of a long process started in 2000; to gain funding, to plan for and 
then endure the disruption involved in rebuilding that started in 2008 with the administration block and 
finished with the new technology, upper primary and secondary blocks.  The occasion marked the 
contributions of time and energy by the various Board of Trustee members, ministry officials, 
community members and staff through out the process. 

• The Nina Valley Restoration Group continued to gain recognition for their work in making Nina Valley 
a safe habitat for kiwi.  The group won their first Green Ribbon Award, in the field of Education and 
Communication.  Students Ella Crean and James Tweed travelled to Wellington, with Mr Kelly, to 
accept the award at a ceremony held at Parliament.  

• Year 11 student Anna Clark was selected to be one of 30 students from throughout NZ, to be selected 
for the Inaugural Young Blake Expedition to the Kermadecs.  She was initially selected as one of 50 
representatives to attend the week long experience of the Sir Peter Blake Youth Environment Summit 
in Auckland, before being selected for the Kermadecs experience. 

• In 2012 we farewelled and welcomed several staff members. Music teacher Ms Lawrence left Hurunui 
College and New Zealand to travel to India with her family, and we welcomed Mr Biddlecombe to the 
Performing Arts department by throwing him in the deep end with the primary school production. 
Long standing and highly respected teacher Mrs Mason left us after 20 years teaching at Hurunui 
College, for a slower pace of life in Loburn.  We welcomed Miss Bremner to Tutu Class.  Finally we 
farewelled the Kemp family (our loss, Australia’s gain), who were all part of the Hurunui College family, 
with Fi as Sport’s Assistant, Danny as BoT Chair and 3 children attending school. 

 
2012 Year 13 Leavers 
Our Year 13 class, who left at the end of 2012 was a small but select group.  They have each gone on to have a 
very successful few years since leaving Hurunui College, making the most of the opportunities 
available to them. 
 
John Marr   
Since I left school I have got almost all my heavy truck licenses and achieved my Agricultural 
Contracting Level 3 Certificate.  After leaving Hurunui College I did twelve months of casual 
farm work then found a job working for Peter Brooker in Maruia.  I am still there, with the job 
title of Jack of all Trades, or Chief Tractor Driver depending on if it’s raining or not, which it 
does a lot.  At the start of March I am going over to Scotland to work on a cattle farm for 18 
months. 
 
Samantha Weller   

When I left school I started out working at New World part time while I did my first year of 
early childhood education.  It was at the end of the first year that I decided against carrying on 
studying and was offered the butchery apprenticeship.  This is my second year now and I won 
the New Zealand Butcher Apprentice of the Year 2017.  Next March I travel to Ireland with 
the Sharp-Blacks to compete in the World Apprentice Butcher competition and I plan on 
staying there for a while.  Honestly, it's been mostly working up to being 2IC in the butchery. 

Attending Hurunui College and with the help of the amazing teachers and staff gave me the 
opportunity to grow and become who I am today.  

 
James Tweed 
Since leaving Hurunui College in 2012 I’ve been studying at the University of Otago down in Dunedin. From 
2013-2015, I was completing my undergraduate degree, a Bachelor of Science with a double major in 
geography and zoology. I chose both of these subjects primarily because of how much I enjoyed them during 
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my time at Hurunui and also due to my passion for conservation developed largely 
through involvement with the Nina Valley Restoration Group. 
 In the final semester of my undergraduate I was lucky enough to go on an international 
exchange to the University of Western Ontario in the city of London, Canada. Living in 
and exploring Canada, all while studying, was certainly the highlight of my University life 
so far. I would highly recommend anyone thinking of going to University to look into 
going on an exchange anywhere in the world. The opportunity to meet so many new 
people, try new things and see new parts of the world, all while studying, is incredible 
and helps to break up what can be at times a monotonous routine. 

Since getting back to New Zealand I’ve been in the process of completing my 
postgraduate studies, a Master’s of Science in geography. My research topic involves looking at New Zealand’s 
moth communities and trying to establish how changes in predator control, vegetation succession and season 
affect them. There has been relatively little research conducted on New Zealand’s moths so it’s all new 
information to science. I’m lucky enough that my field work is conducted in Orokonui Ecosanctuary, a 
predator-fenced wildlife sanctuary. In December, I’ll be travelling to Ghent in Belgium to present my work at 
the British Ecological Societies ‘ecology across borders’ conference. This is a great chance to get my work 
seen on a bigger stage as well as meet experts from all around the world in similar fields to me. 

Hopefully, I’ll be finishing my thesis in January or February 2018. From there the plan is to find a job here in 
Dunedin, working in the field of conservation (although if my supervisors get there way I’ll be doing a PhD). I 
would thoroughly recommend to anyone thinking of going to university after high school to look at Otago. 
My time here has been incredible with many long-lasting friends made living in the halls of residence in first-
year. All of the experiences and opportunities I’ve had during my time here have been incredible and would 
have been difficult to experience anywhere else. 

 

...Present... 
2017 Year 13 Leavers 

JAMIE-LEE BARNES 
Jamie Lee started at Hurunui College as a primary student, then returning to Year 9 in 2013. She has always 
been a welcoming and friendly student and certainly a useful link when connecting with our German 
volunteers.  She has excelled in the areas of art and photography and has an exceptional understanding of 
composition. Punctuality has never been her strength and she probably does not have a future in driver ed. 
We wish Jamie-Lee all the best next year as she heads away traveling overseas and looks to spent time with her 
family in Germany. 
 
CHERISH BULLMORE 
Cherish Bullmore started at Hurunui College as a Year 8 student in 2012. She has developed a strong passion 
in art and design, gaining NCEA Level 2 Visual Arts with a merit endorsement.  She is a self confessed shy 
and quiet student who confidently spoke to the school about being so quiet and shy at her leavers assembly. 
We wish Cherish all the best in the future as she looks to further her talents in art and design areas next year at 
ARA institute as an architecture student. 
 
LEVI CAMERON 
Levi Cameron started at Hurunui College in 2005 and can be bestowed the title of Hurunui College survivor, 
completing all of his education at the school. He has proven himself as being a hardworking and diligent 
student who although quiet, knows some exceptionally long words when playing hangman. He is very capable 
practical student, well known for his mechanical ability and if ever missing could easily be found down in the 
technology area of the school. He will leave school with a solid level two qualification and we wish him all the 
best as he heads off into the workforce next year in Christchurch city. 
 
MIRIAM CLARK 
Miriam Clark started at Hurunui College as a Year 4 in 2008. She has proven herself a diligent and 
hardworking student, gaining Excellence endorsements at both NCEA Level 1 and 2,  with a real passion for 
the environment. She has been a senior leader of the Nina Valley Kiwiwatch Restoration Group and is also an 
active member of Growing Voices Aoraki Management Plan Review Group, founding Projekt Pukeko (It's 
spelt like that!!) environmental action group.  Miriam has contributed extensively to all aspects of school life, 
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including being a house captain, head student and winning the school cross country 5 years in a row.  Miriam 
has an exciting 2018 ahead as she heads away on Outward Bound, followed by being selected onto the Sir 
Peter Blake Expedition to the Kermadec Islands in March. 
 
LAURA CLYMA 
Laura Clyma started at Hurunui College in 2004 and can be bestowed the title of Hurunui College survivor, 
completing all of her education at the school.  Laura has always contributed positively to the school and has 
worked steadily towards gaining her South Pacific Educational Curriculum qualifications.  We wish Laura all 
the best next year and into the future, and hope this includes continuing in some part time study next. 
 
FLYNN CREAN 
Flynn Crean started at Hurunui College in 2005 and can be bestowed the title of Hurunui College survivor, 
completing all of his education at the school.  He has always contributed fully to all aspects of school life, as a 
house leader, head student and within his studies.  Flynn has maintained a good balance between school and 
his sporting aspirations, making the NZ Area School Rugby and Basketball Teams. He has also achieved 
NCEA Level 1 with Excellence and Level 2 with Merit endorsements.  Flynn has also contributed with the 
community as local firefighter. We wish Flynn all the best next year as he heads off to Lincoln University to 
further his qualifications in the agriculture industry. 
 
TESSA MCGIRR 
Tessa McGirr started at Hurunui College as a Year 12 in 2016, after transitioning from Rangiora High School. 
She is a pleasant student with a welcoming personality and has grown in both maturity and confidence since 
coming to Hurunui College.  Tessa has certainly excelled in making the most of the social side of being at 
school, but will still leave school with a creditable qualification.  We wish Tessa all the best as she heads off to 
work as a volunteer in a school on the border of Wales. 
 
BLAIR NORTON 
Blair Norton started at Hurunui College in 2005 and can be bestowed the title of Hurunui College survivor, 
completing all of his education at the school. Blair has contributed to the school as a Kiwiwatch member and 
also more recently to the wider community as volunteer firefighter. Blair has excelled in his sporting pursuits 
and was selected in the New Zealand Area Schools Rugby Team this year. We wish Blair all the best next year 
and he looks to cement his place in the construction industry as a building apprentice. 
 
CORDE PRENDERVILLE 
Corde Prenderville returned to Hurunui College as a Year 10 students in 2014, after a period of absence from 
the school.  Corde has previously been a member of the Nina Valley Kiwiwatch group and his bubbly and 
contagious personality has always being a positive in and around the school.  He has excelled in the area of 
hospitality and we wish Corde all the best next year as he looks to further his cooking ability at the ARA 
Institute of Canterbury. 
 
SKYLA SQUIRES 
Skyla Squires started at Hurunui College as a Year 7 student in 2011. She has been a hard working and diligent 
student who has set a positive example for others in the school.  She will confidently finish her Year 13 with 
Level 3 NCEA and university entrance.  Skyla is one of the few students who has had the privilege to refuse a 
staff member service due to lack of ID.  We wish Skyla all the best next year as she looks to further her study 
at Canterbury University in the areas of business management and commerce. 
 
DYLAN TOPP 
Dylan Topp started at Hurunui College in 2005 and can be bestowed the title of Hurunui College survivor, 
completing all of his education at the school.  Dylan is a past Nina Valley Kiwiwatch Restoration Group 
member, also completing a berth of the Spirit of Adventure in 2016.  Dylan has always had the awkward 
privilege of having his mother and grandmother keeping a watchful eye on him at school and will be looking 
forward to a little more anonymity in the future.  We wish Dylan all the best as he moves into a mechanical/
automotive apprenticeship in Waikari next year. 
 
ASHLEIGH WATSON 
Ashleigh Watson started at Hurunui College in 2005 and can be bestowed the title of Hurunui College 
survivor, completing all of her education at the school.  She has been a senior leader in the Kiwiwatch group 
and has attended a number of enviro summits in 2017 such as the ECan Youth Voices in the Environment 
Summit, and the DoC CCEM Leadership Summit.  She has also worked directly on projects with DoC.  She 
can also be congratulated for sacrificing her hair for charity as part of the Shave for a Cure fundraiser this year. 
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We wish Ashleigh all the best next year as she looks to continue her work in the environment as she looks to 
enrol in a DoC ranger course in Nelson. 
 
CHANTELLE WHITE 
Chantelle White started at Hurunui College as a Year 9 student in 2013.  She has been as active member of 
Sheppard House and this year was part of the Hurunui College netball team that competed as part of South 
Island Secondary Schools Netball competition in Christchurch.  She gained NCEA Level one with a Merit 
endorsement and is well on the way towards gaining NCEA Level 3. Chantelle’s friendly and caring 
personality has always been a great asset around the school. We wish Chantelle all the best next year as she 
looks to continue on her pathway towards becoming an early childhood teacher. 
 
 

...Future 
2017 New Entrants 

What a year in Whero Class.  This year saw Miss Banks continue to work fulltime with the new entrants class.  
Room 1 is always a high energy and busy place in the school.  The year started with a keen group, made up of 
students new to Hurunui College and some who had already settled into school life late in 2016.  During the 
year Quinn Anderson, Lily Frost, Hezekiah Buckland and Darcy Ramsay made the transition to Kakariki 
Class, which made way for the additional 11 students who started throughout the year.   

 

BETH EARL 
In my family are: Sidney (my baby sister), Cassie (my next little sister), Mum and Dad 
My pets are: the cat called Kitten 
My favourite food is lettuce, parsley and cucumber: 
Food I don’t like biscuits and icing: - too sweet 
At School I like: to write stories about my family 
When I grow up I want to ride motor boats 

: 
CAITLYN FERGUSON 
In my family are:  Mum, Dad, Henry and Angus 
My pets are: Belle the cat, Clay and Ted the lamb 
My favourite food is: eggs 
Food I don’t like: toast 
At School I like: playing and running around 
When I grow up: I want to be a zoo keeper 

NOA CORY 
In my family are: Mum, Dad and my brother Ronan  
My pet is: a cat 
My favourite foods are: strawberry and sausages 
Food I don’t like is: spicy food 
At School I like: to eat lunch 
When I grow up: I want to be a teacher 

KATIE DEVINE 
In my family are: Mum, Dad and JJ 
My pets are: Pus Pus and Rusty 
My favourite food is: sausages 
Food I don’t like: lettuce 
At School I like: playing 
When I grow up: I want to be a zoo keeper 

INDI COOPER-MCLEAN 
In my family are: Seth, Mama and Daddy 
My pet is: my cat called Possum 
My favourite foods are: banana and Coco Pops 
Foods I don’t like are: chips and bacon 
At School I like: playing with the kids 
When I grow up: I want to help dad to plant plants 
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PIPPA GINDERS 
In my family are: Dad, Mum, Flynn and Libby 
My pets are: Jodie, Chic, Penny and the chickens 
My favourite food is: chicken nuggets 
Food I don’t like: salad 
At School I like: playing in the playground 
When I grow up: I want to be an artist 

: 

JODY KELLAND 
In my family are: Mum, Dad and Luke  
My pets are: the chickens 
My favourite food is: cheese 
Food I don’t like: pasta 
At School I like: writing 
When I grow up: I want  to be a jockey 

ELIZABETH MURRAY 
In my family are:  Dad, Mum, Ash, Jade and me 
My pets are: Dippy, Arrow, heaps of baby lambs and baby kittens 
My favourite food is: carrots and strawberries, apples, cream and juice 
Food I don’t like: nothing 
At School I like: playing with my friends 
When I grow up: I want to be a zoo keeper 

NICO SVENSSON 
In my family are: Mum, Dad and me 
My pets are: lambs, but they don’t trust me anymore. 
My favourite food is: chocolate 
Food I don’t like: broccoli 
At School I like: drawing pictures for my mum 
When I grow up:  I want to be a bat. 

MASON RODGERS 
In my family are: Daddy, Nelson, Bobby, Aunty, Nana, Nana and granddad Poppa 
My pets are: I don’t have any 
My favourite food is: chicken and wraps 
Food I don’t like: freaky real chicken 
At School I like: I like to do planting 
When I grow up:  I want to be a truck driver 

RAWIRI HAIRA 
In my family are: Mum, Dad, my brothers Tai, Ariki, Karaitiana, my sister Destiny, Nan  and 
Grandfather 
My pets are: Buddy the  dog and Mana the cat 
My favourite food is: toast 
Food I don’t like: spicy stuff 
At School I like: to fight with Nico 
When I grow up: I want to be an older brother 

EVA KELLY 
In my family are: Mum, Dad, Darcy and Shae 
My pets are: Bella, horse, sheep and lamb 
My favourite food is: apples and strawberries 
Food I don’t like: nothing.  I like everything 
At School I like: playing  on the big monkey bars and doing reading inside. 
When I grow up: I want to be a scientist 

JENS GROVE 
In my family are: Dad, Carla and my sister and me.  
My pets are: Pippy 
My favourite food  is: eggs and bread 
Food I don’t like: chicken and tomatoes 
At School I like: playing with my friends 
When I grow up: I want to be a policeman 
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STUDENT WORK 
Speech Competition 

Speech Competition, 1st place Senior: Flynn Crean, Year 13 

A Life Less Ordinary 
Imagine you're a soldier in Syria, at war with the terror group ISIS. You're constantly under attack, fighting 
both the enemy and the fear inside you. Do you consider this to be an ordinary life? Now imagine you're an 
athlete, you've been training your entire life shedding blood, sweat and tears now finally at the Olympic 
Games stepping up to the podium to receive your first gold medal. Do you consider this to be an ordinary 
life? What if you suffer a crippling accident that confines you to a wheelchair for the rest of your life. Do you 
consider this to be an ordinary life? 

Personally, I believe these are all lives less ordinary, lives that stand out from everyone else, lives that are 
unique. A LIFE LESS ORDINARY. If you were to ask Mr Valentine he wouldn't hesitate to say that I've 
struggled with this topic because I didn't know how my life was less ordinary, how I was different, how I 
stood out. I'm not a soldier. I'm not an Olympic medallist. I didn't think I had a special something. So I had to 
start thinking about who I am? How did I got here? What I've done to find myself, my special thing that 
makes me less than ordinary? 

Some of you may know this, I love performing. I love the nerves and the exhilaration of being on stage, and 
the ability to bring words on a page to life, give them meaning through a fictional character you yourself have 
to create. It's a challenge. A lot of you may not think it, but it requires hard work. I've found it's the challenge 
of it that gives me the drive to work hard at it so I can perform well. Now over the years I've discovered that 
the performing relates so much to the rest of my life. I love working hard and performing well to achieve all 
of my goals. 

The challenge of putting myself out there, taking all opportunities to step up and be recognised. I do this 
through performing, now I'm not just talking on stage performing but in all walks of life, from the classroom 
to the sports field and beyond. 

I really began to recognise this about myself when I became a senior student. I was following two hard-
working, pretty successful sisters who built up a reputation for going above and beyond the ordinary and 
achieving highly, so I felt a lot of expectation on me to do well. 

At first I felt stressed and anxious about this, but then I decided to use those expectations as fuel for the 
flaming fire of passion I have for performing well. And so I did. My first year of NCEA was my proudest 
academic performance, I worked hard and came out the other end with a result I consider extremely 
unordinary. I passed with excellence endorsed but I also got 159 credits, one more credit and I would've had 
enough to pass level one twice. 

CHARLOTTE THOMPSON 
In my family are: Hamish, Sophie, Angus, Mum and Dad  
My pets are: a cat 
My favourite food is: strawberries 
Food I don’t like: yoghurt 
At School I like: to draw 
When I grow up: I want to be a physio 

TINA TUINAWAIVUVU 
In my family are: Mummy, Oveli, Lea, Khalani and me 
My pets are: Tommy 
My favourite food is: a hot dog 
Food I don’t like: curry 
At School I like: to play at playground 
When I grow up:  a Barbie  
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I also love sports, it's an area I put a lot of effort into and where some of my best achievements to have come 
from. A lot of you may know, I'm a black belt in karate. That took seven years, seven years devoted to intense 
training and hard work, but it all paid off in my last grading when I closed the curtain on a performance that 
earned me one of my most favourite awards, the prestigious Black Belt. 

Now a major factor I believe that has allowed me to perform well and live a life less ordinary has been this 
place. You see we go to an Area school, which is a very unique little place with its own unique opportunities. 
Many people think that if you want to go somewhere, if you want to be someone you have to go to an 
expensive private school. 

I could've gone to a private school, but I decided not to because I wanted to prove that at a so called “shitty 
ol area school” you can be successful, you can achieve at a high level, you can take opportunities that will lead 
to amazing things. I believe it was that drive that made me work hard and perform well so that I was 
recognised by selectors and selected for the New Zealand Barbarians Area Schools Rugby team two years in a 
row. I believe it was that drive that made me take every opportunity given to me to meet new people, try new 
things, learn new skills so I could become a head student. I believe it was that drive that allowed me to 
discover my special thing that I love doing that allows me to live a life less ordinary. 

The best thing is it's just getting started, the future is a great mystery, but I know that from what I've 
discovered about myself and what I've learnt from this place, I can confidently walk out those gates in a 
couple of months time and continue living my life as less ordinary as I can. 

Now I understand not everyone is the same, not everyone is willing to put themselves out there, to step away 
from their comfortable, protective bodyguard known as your comfort zone. But I would encourage you all to 
find your special something, the thing you love doing that allows you to achieve your goals, don't be that old 
guy in 50 years time telling everyone you went to school to eat your lunch. Scoff your lunch, take advantage of 
what this place offers you and how it can help you along your journey. Because once you realise that you are 
special, you will always live a life less ordinary.   

 
Authors Note: This piece of creative writing was intended to be delivered orally. Due to this fact I have used a lot of repetition 
throughout this text to get across the points I'm trying to make.  I used lots of rhetorical questions especially during the 
introduction as a way to connect with my audience/ reader.  I tried to use effective listing when talking about my achievements 
inside and outside of school. 

 

Speech Competition, 1st place Intermediate: Calum Clausen, Year 9 

Take a moment to picture this. You are lying on a comfy air mattress in a small pool on a private luxury 
cruiser, as you look along the banks of a river at date trees and the incredible Egyptian architecture. You feel 
the sun beat down on your body as the boat pulls up to a tiny wooden jetty and you and your friends prepare 
for a trip on a desert jeep to see some pyramids and the Sphinx.  

You return the cool glass in your hand to the all-you-can-eat buffet and grab your camera. This day you will 
immerse yourself in the guides’ stories about the ancient Egyptians and what life was like for them. You know 
this day, and the rest of this trip, will be an adventure through time. Ladies and gentlemen, I propose that we 
should take a trip, down the river Nile. 

Is salām 'alaykum, my name is Callum Clausen, and today I will convince you all that the river Nile in Egypt is 
the place for us. Before you wonder, is salām 'alaykum, is one of the many terms for “greetings” in Egyptian 
Arabic. 

 Right, now I want you to imagine yourselves crawling through low tunnels, deep in an ancient pyramid or 
long forgotten tomb as you shine your flashlight at amazing Hieroglyphics, painted by Egyptians thousands of 
years ago. Your guide translates them to reveal a thrilling story about a young Pharaoh’s struggle for power in 
a land filled with camels and gold. And for those of you who don’t find pleasure in tramping across the dusty 
desert, the cruiser has everything, from an on board shop, to free wifi, to a small cinema.  

Now, back to those of you who love adventure. We would start this trip at the village of Abu Simbel and then 
proceed to visit over ten historical places throughout Egypt. The first stop on our fabled journey would be the 
Temple of Ramses the Second (you know, that place with the statues cut into the sandy mountainside), where 
we would explore the marvellous stories written in the hieroglyphics, or take thousands of selfies - your 
choice.  

All this, followed up by a nap on an air mattress in the boat’s pool, why wouldn’t you want this?! The rest of 
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the trip would be filled with this kind of thing, and the places we would visit would include; the incredible 
Pyramids of Giza, the ancient Valley of the Kings, and of course, the mysterious Sphinx. 

Okay, so how many of you are convinced? Still not everyone, I see, I see. Well then, how about a trip through 
the bustling city of Cairo? Yes, the marvellous tour would finish at Cairo, a city with over twice as many 
people than the whole of New Zealand, filled with the latest tech and shops. And if you’re now worrying 
about the terrorists - fear not, as we would have two dozen of the finest bodyguards in the world.  

So, how have I done? Do you agree that we should spend this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity on a tour down 
the world's longest river? I really hope you can see that this is more than just a fancy cruise - it’s a trip through 
culture and time. I really wish I could convey to you just a few stories littering the vast deserts of Egypt, or 
even just one of the incredible culinary dishes served in Cairo’s many restaurants, but, alas, there simply isn’t 
enough time so I’ll end on this - alf šukr, meaning: a thousand thanks. Thank you for your time. 

 

Speech Competition, 1st place Junior: Millie Hassall,  Year 8 

Geordie don’t!! Geordie stop it!! Ohh Ben go away!! Mum!!! 

Hi I'm Millie. I have two brothers - one older and one younger. Sometimes they are lots of fun - sometimes 
they are the biggest pain in the ar… neck. I’m going to talk to you about life with brothers. 

So Ben. He’s sporty, strong, funny - really nice… when he wants something. I have to give him foot massages! 
Ben can’t sit still, he has to have a ball of some sort in his hands, bouncing throwing or banging on something 
- mum and dad get soooo annoyed! But I can throw a pretty mean spiral pass with a rugby ball… thanks to 
Ben. Here catch this (pass to someone in the front row who plays rugby)   

Then there’s Geordie. Sporty, naughty and lot’s of fun. We get into soooo much trouble together. Being closer 
in age we have done lots more together than Ben and I. When I was younger say about 3 or 4 I used to make 
Geordie play with my dolls and be my ballerina partner. He would also be my patient when I was a doctor and 
a baby when I was a ‘mum’.  Ben on the other hand wanted to be the patient when I was a masseuse. 

So there are good sides to having brothers and there are bad sides. Let's start with the bad stuff. 

What is it about boys and doing their homework.  My brothers are terrible at leaving their homework until the 
last minute!!  Then when it is all very rushed  they want me to help spell something or write something. 

Games, who get’s the TV remote and the best seat in the couch always seem to end up in a physical 
confrontation.  A simple game of ping-pong with myyyyy brothers turns into sting-pong……..it's all about the 
“sting”!!! I think, what’s wrong with a simple pat on the back. 

The TV remote and the best seat on the couch are a physical endurance event with my brothers.  Geordie and 
I race up the drive from the school bus, barge in the door and dive for the couch and the remote.  I usually 
win which really annoys him, although if I have to  get up from my favoured place for any reason he dives 
into my spot in a flash and won’t move no matter how much I complain!! 

But when Ben’s home…………. Both Geordie and I don’t stand a chance. Ben get’s the remote, watches 
what he wants, and sits where he wants. 

So now you can see I’ve always wished for a little sister. 

 
I do have lots of fun times and memories though!!. A really funny moment was when, Geordie, Ben and I 
were all on the trampoline. For some reason I was jumping with my pinky up like this. I didn’t realise it, until I 
bounced up and my pinky went straight up into Ben’s nose. Geordie and I laughed soo hard, but Ben was 
annoyed, because at the time, my nails were quite long and hurt his wee nostril. 

The other good thing about having brothers is that they will always protect me. Geordie will probably start 
doing it when he get’s older, If you know what I mean.  But I think Ben always will. When I broke my leg Ben 
would always keep an eye on me at school. One time I went into the hedge, with my crutches and tripped 
over. He came running. He picked me up and carried me out. Everyone else around me just stood there 
looking at me. I know he won’t think it but Geordie and Ben do both care about me. 

So if I had to choose I guess I am pretty happy being in the middle of two boys. 
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Written Work 
Dear School 

Why do we have to come here? The minute you walk in it's like walking into a jail cell full of torturing devices. 
The piles of work is like skyscrapers waiting to swallow you whole. Time wasting is the perfect word, 7 hours 
of school and only 1 hour of it is playtime. Imagine the endless possibilities you could do in a day without 
school. Assemblies, assemblies assemblies sitting for an hour listening to teacher listing their problems when 
they really don't know the real struggles. This is what the normal day consists of, tests and then more work 
and guess what students we have more work for the day yay the teacher exclaimed. The rest of us groan 
thinking of the pain our minds are about to experience. The bell screeches as the furniture protests against the 
insufferable devils that sit upon them. 

From a disgruntled Kikorangi student 

Hunter Cattermole 

1/11/17 

Dear Kikorangi student 

Your letter has made me rethink how our school works. We will now be letting students pick a teacher to 
teach them, this will allow them to work better and maximize our learning hours. We will being cutting down 
the school hours by two hours and upping the play time hours by 20 minutes each playtime. Now the teacher 
(of your choice) is only permitted to give you two tests a year which is one test for every term (yeah that's right 
we're getting rid of two terms). Lastly if anyone annoys you, you can send them straight to me. 

Your fantastic principal 

Hunter Cattermole 

2/11/17 

By Hunter Cattermole. Age 11 years 

DREAM FOR TWO 

Everything was suddenly dark. I heard the last footsteps as they blurred and muffled into nothing to be heard. 
I waited, and waited, and waited. I was feeling excited. It was now the school holidays, my time to play. I 
opened my eyes and let my hands run freely around my large circular face as the numbers switched around. 
TICK, TOCK, was the sudden sound I made. All was still, then. I saw the revengeful scissors jump out of 
hiding, sneakily and silently. I think they were preparing an ambush on the perfectly white pieces of paper that 
lay in nice rows on the shelf high above, still sleeping peacefully.  

 

Little by little my other friends were starting to stir. The tired crayons yawned and untwisted themselves from 
their plastic covers. The pointed pencils danced around in their basket mixing themselves up, out of their lined 
up rainbow orders. I could see the perfectly white paper now waking up to see the revengeful scissors 
climbing up their shelf to attack. 

 

Everywhere around the room everything had woken up once again. The chatty computers were going crazy 
with gossip that one of the computers had caught a virus. I heard a loud panting noise as the horrific heat 
pump was trying to blow away the small pesky paper planes that darted around his head.  

“ If you don’t go away at once, I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll blow you all to the ground” was the last thing I 
heard the heat pump say as one of the small paper planes hit his off button….. 

By Jessica Fincham. Age 11 years 

 

OLIVIA’S NARRATIVE  

The waves were crashing against the rocks, lambs were being born as the thick green grass camouflaged the 
green and black butterflies. The stones started to flick up behind our jet boat as we cruised up to Lake Sumner 
on the gravel roads.  
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“Look dad I saw Lake Sumner first”, said Jonah.  

“Yay we're here! Let's unpack before night slowly cruises in.” 

“I bags sleeping on the stretcher”, said Kim as she threw her gear into the bach overlooking the glassy calm 
waters. 

Dad said he would go light a fire while the kids finish unpacking.  

“Fire’s ready”, yelled Dad.  

They all came running down the hill with marshmallows in one hand and a stick in the other… 

By Olivia Frame. Age 12 years 

 

Gateway Report 
Jenny  Keeble, Gateway Coordinator 

Hurunui College runs a Gateway programme, funded by Tertiary Education Commission. Gateway is open to 
Year 11-13 students who are work ready, have realistic future goals, and can manager one day out of school 
each school week, while completing assessments independently for NZQA credits in the workplace. Gateway 
is designed to strengthen a pathway for students to enter the workforce, gain practical knowledge in their 
chosen profession or it can be a way to try an industry as a potential career. 

Hurunui College is very grateful to have the support of the following businesses who gave their time to our 
students this year: 

Dylan Topp:  Waikari Auto (Craig Millar),  

Henry Earl:  Karetu Downs (Bruce & Karen Forrester)  

Blair Wilkins: Robert Honeybone Builders (Robert Honeybone & Paul Kamo). 

I would like to congratulate the students who passed Gateway this year by gaining 20 or more credits. We are 
very reliant on these students, to gain these credits, as the funding for future years depends on whether they 
pass or not.  

 

Nina Valley Restoration Group Report 
Tim Kelly 

The 2016/2017 season has been an interesting one for the group, with many of our introduced kiwi settled in 
and starting to breed. 

We had six pairs of kiwi with transmitters on during the breeding season. Our transmitter telemetry data tells 
us some of these were unsuccessful in bringing a chick to full term, although its possible some others may 
have been successful. A major job (and expense) for the group has been trying to catch kiwi for transmitter 
changes; some of the kiwi could not be caught, despite the use of multiple different teams and detection dogs. 
Fortunately, our now-expired Ministry for the Environment funding was sufficient to cover the costs. 

We are now restricted to translocating kiwi from the Arthur's Pass area to the Nina, with no further 
movement from the South Branch. This is to reduce the potential effect of genetic dilution, as the Arthur’s 
Pass and Lake Sumner populations are deemed to be genetically distinct. As a result, our translocations will be 
slowed down to allow the bird population in the Arthur’s Pass to build up, and it’s likely that the next 
translocation will be in two years’ time. 

Trap catches were down during the season, with only 23 stoats, 4 rats, 1 weasel, and 2 hedgehogs caught over 
9 trips. This could be due to a couple of things: There was more than usual beach seed produced in the 
previous three years, which may have disrupted the food chain and caused a population collapse of these 
pests. In addition, the large-scale 1080 operations to the North and West of the Nina have helped reduce the 
reinvasion of pests into the valley. 
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We have a couple of experiments running in the Nina, one of which is an investigation of the effects of trap 
entrance size. In this experiment, begun in late 2015, we have increased the entrance size of half the traps. 
Interestingly, the traps with bigger entrances have not caught more stoats, but they have caught significantly 
larger stoats (we measure all the stoats that are fresh enough to measure). 

Peter Jahn, a Lincoln University student we work with, has been using digital recording devices to capture kiwi 
calls in the Nina, as a method of monitoring the kiwi population. We are looking forward to reading his 
findings. Perhaps this method could be used to locate the South Island Kokako, if only we knew what they 
sounded like? There is a $10,000 reward for finding evidence of a live kokako, although it is most likely they 
are now extinct. 

Fundraising has been quiet this year, with little expenditure planned for the next two years. We raised a little 
over $1,000 through the Good in Hood promotion, and gained some good media exposure through this. We 
have earmarked this funding to discount gear purchases for students.  

In March a group of our members attended an ECan hui at Koukourorata marae (Port Levy). This hui was 
designed to help youth environmentalists discover how to make their voices heard. It was an awesome 
weekend and much was learned. In October a group of our more senior members went to a weekend hui in 
Arthur’s Pass. The focus of the hui was on the development of leadership skills for our student leaders, and 
was a useful event for all of us. 

Our members were given a special meeting with a tuatara brought to school by DoC’s ambassador, Nic Toki, 
who also happens to be Mr Toki’s wife. It is amazing that these fascinating creatures have managed to avoid 
extinction, and it was awesome for our members to have a close up experience with one of the unique 
creatures that relies on the work done by groups like ours. 
 
We are now implementing a new aspect of the Kiwiwatch programme whereby members can receive some 
NZQA credits for skills learned during their work. Credits can be gained for things like radio use, planning for 
the weather, camping, and especially for demonstration of leadership skills and planning. 

The 2017/2018 season will see other initiatives being put in place to encourage more people to get involved 
with the group. Although Mr Kelly will not be teaching at school in 2018, he will still lead the group and work 
closely with its members to develop these new elements of the programme. 

Thank you to all the students, parents, teachers, and community volunteers who have given up their free time 
to make this project a success, and well done on another great season! 
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Wai... 
poro... 

Blossom tree, blossom tree 

Oh blossom  tree 

Standing at the China Sea. 

The very pink blossoms  fall down on me. 

Liam Clausen         The caterpillar creeping on the 

wall 

High above the swamp. 

        Icky, sticky, sludgy swamp 

From branch to branch 

        the perfect leaf 

To make a green shell 
Liam Clausen 

Beautiful butterfly 

Soaring through the sky 

I know you are crying 

I feel your tears. 

They are shining and sparkling. 

I know you’re running,  

don’t be scared 

I love butterflies 

Leon Thomas 

...poro
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Yuck! 

Is sharing a spa with a 
slimy swamp monster 

who is spitting out mud 
and splashing slime eve-

rywhere. 
By Emma  Age 8 

...poro 

Dear Fireman and Chief 

I like the equipment. It was 

scary. I would say  it is a 

tricky job. From Connor Earl 

Yuck Yuck Yuck! 

Is swimming in a pool of slices 
of cucumber and a worm spit-

ting out pieces of capsicum and 
kiwifruit juice. 

Bailee aged 8 
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Thank you to all of  our wonderful helpers!  
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Level 2 Geography 

Primary Swimming Sports 
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Sumner House, Tabloid Sports 

Ms T’s Birthday 

RISE 

Discovery Time 

Nina Valley 
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SISS Netball 

Workshop 
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Swimming Sports 

Tabloids 
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SCHOOL DIARY 
1st February, First day Term 1, Powhiri and Assembly 

We welcomed all our returning and new 
students and their families for the start of the 
2017 school year, with a rolling start for Year 
11-13 and Years 0-10 over two days, before 
all joining together on Wednesday.  The 
students came back to school in very good 
spirits and the feeling in the school was very 
positive. 

We greeted all our new students and their 
families into our school with a very spirited 
powhiri (photo) on Wednesday morning.  
This included welcoming our new staff 
members; Chris Toki who will be teaching in 
Waiporoporo class and  Stuart McNaughton 
who takes over senior Mathematics. 

 

3rd February, HC Tabloid Sports 

This year we had another absolutely brilliant day for Tabloids. It was a great way to finish the first week of 
Term 1 and really bring the school together.  This year’s Tabloids were also a little more special with it being 
the 20th consecutive year we have run the event at the school. A big thank you to Brendon Ferguson who 
oversaw the running of the afternoon.  A massive thank you to all the teachers who were running different 
events and keeping everyone occupied for the afternoon, Mr Kelly and the fire brigade for supply a steady 
stream of water, and to all the parents who came along and supported their children. It was great to see the 
older students taking on some leadership and helping the younger ones from their teams out was a great show 

of our school values. Congratulations must go to Sumner who took out the overall points on the day. 

7th February, Year 1-7 Wai Swim 

Wai Swim lessons ran in the community swimming pool from Tuesday 7th February to Monday 20th February. 
It was a great opportunity for our students to learn new skills quickly in small groups with these swimming 
instructors. Unfortunately we had some chilly weather through this time which meant both the instructors 
and swimmers had to tough it out in the chilly pool temperatures. 

Here are some student’s memories from their Wai Swim lessons. 

First Abby went down the deep end and jumped in the pool. When Abby was in the deep end I floated on my 
back. Next Abby swam down the shallow end. Sophie liked swimming lots and lots of lengths. Everyone 
found the pool really cold. Kakariki class went swimming in their pyjamas. They felt very heavy. Kikorangi 
felt like rocks and wore life jackets. I found it hard to get out of my pyjamas. Everyone is excited to go 
swimming again.   By Sophie Wright and Abby Iremonger  

We ran in the pool. We did starfishes on our backs. We also did freestyle. We floated on our backs. We 
jumped in the shallow end with life jackets on. We pulled our swimming teacher out of the pool with a rope. 
Sam and Katie had a good time.  By Katie Keeble and Sam Jackson 
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14th February, HC Secondary Swimming Sports 

Week three started with the Secondary 
Swimming Sports. It was again great to see a 
number of parents, families and past students 
coming along to support the senior students 
over the day.  The weather at the beginning of 
the year had not been that conducive to much 
water-related activities, but even with the 
incessant nor’wester blowing the pool area was 
slightly sheltered and allowed the day to go 
ahead and be a big success.  The spirit in 
which the event was held in was very relaxed 
and continually positive and it was again great 
to see a large number of students participating 
and giving it a go.  The House relays have 
always proven a big success and Sumner 
proved their worth in the pool, pulling away 
strongly over the last couple of lengths to win.  
Although this result is being contested as there 
has been some talk of a disqualification.  The staff, parent, student relays were far less controversial, with the 
staff and parents leaving the students in their wake and the staff pulling away for a comfortable victory.  The 
introduction of the Big Bomb competition at the end of the day was enthusiastically supported. Dean Cottrell 
and Cailan Morgan both impressed, with Cailan taking out the event.  This was a great way to round off the 
day.  A big thank you to all the supporters, timekeepers, marshals, crowd controllers, time recorders and a 
special thank you to Brendon Ferguson and Jenny Keeble for putting the day together.   

Overall house points this year went to: 

1st Sheppard, 2nd Mason, 3rd Sumner, 4th Taylor 

 

20th February, CCHS Swimming 

Following on from our senior swimming sports, we had a very enthusiastic team of students who competed at 
the CCHS Champs at Dudley Park in Rangiora. They all did very well with a number of them gaining placings, 
however the highlight was the U14 Girls 150m Freestyle Relay where our team came first and set a new 
record. A huge thank you to the parents who helped with transport and with the running of the event.  

Team: Nathan Kay, Josh Gunn, Olivia Frame, Briana Hodgen, Ella Ferguson, Rommel Wilson, Liam Cassidy, 
Jake Topp, Lucy Frame, Millie Hassall, Charlotte Cassidy, Zoe Watson, Corde Prendeville, and Jamie-lee 
Barnes. 

 

21stFebruary, HC Primary Swimming Sports 
Our Year 1-6 Swimming Sports were held in ideal 
conditions this year. They started at the later time of 
11.00am, and we still managed to finish in good time. It 
was great to see everyone participating and showing off 
their best efforts. The highlight was of course the 
parent/ teacher/student relays and the house relays. It 
was wonderful to see so many parents and friends of 
the school who came along to support this event. A 
huge thank you to the parent volunteers who helped 
out on the day, it is always much appreciated.  

Overall results were as follows: 

 

Year 4 and under boys: 

1st Riley Abbott 

2nd  = Samuel Dobbs, Henri Morgan, Ben Spencer 
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Year 4 and under girls: 

1st  Sophie Thompson 

2nd = Alice Iremonger, Pieta Sidey, Grace McKnight 

Year 5/6 Boys: 

 1st  Flynn Ginders 

2nd =  Luke Chisnall, Ollie Zino 

Year 5/6 Girls: 

1st  Sophie Wright 

2nd  Regan Kay 

Overall house points were: 

1st Sumner, 2nd Taylor, 3rd Shepherd, 4th Mason 

 

21st February, Level 2 and Level 3 Geography Trip 
On the 21st February ten students set off down to the Waitohi River 
to do some geographical research. We had to visit three different 
sites on the river as our aim was to find out if there were variations 
between the sites or not. We started up at Black Hut where we 
measured the flow, the depth, the wetted perimeter as well as 
classifying the different types of sediment. The other sites we visited 
were below the Powers Road bridge and Medbury Road bridge close 
to State Highway 7.  

It was fun collecting all the data as we had to get in the river to take 
some measurements. We used an orange to measure the flow and a 
metre ruler at different intervals to help us map the cross section. 
George Wilkins and Cherie Sutherland were the official 
photographers as we needed visual proof of what we found. Miriam 
Clark was with us too, as she was doing her Level 3 geographical 
research at the river but her aim was to identify different features at 
each site and say why they were there. 

It was a nice day to be in the outdoors but the river was running very 
low due to the recent droughts so the data was perhaps not a true 
indication of what is normal. Here’s hoping this will not be a 
problem next year!! 

 

28th February, HPSSA Swimming 
Following on from our swimming sports some students then competed in the Hurunui Primary Schools 
Swimming Association zones at Cheviot.  This event is for the selected students from our own school primary 
swimming results, who have done well. We had a big team go over to Cheviot and we would like to 
congratulate them on their sportsmanship, behaviour and showing R.I.S.E. values while being on a sports 
event. Thank you to the parents who transported children and helped out on the day with timing, it is always 
much appreciated. 

Year 3: Sinead Chisnall, Kohatu Cottrell, Charlie Carthy 

Year 4: Grace McKnight, Alice Iremonger, Riley Abbott, Blake Earl, Sophie Thompson 

Year 5: Hayley Earl, Andrew Fincham, Katie Keeble, Katie Spencer, Flynn Ginders 

Year 6: Angus Hodgen, Ollie Zino, Regan Kay, Seth Smith, Sophie Wright, Luke Chisnall, Neve Cassidy, 
Maddie Brinsdon, Hunter Cattermole 

Year 7: Jessica Fincham, Georgie Bethell, Geordie Hassall, Olivia Frame, Briana Hodgen, Ella Ferguson, Sam 
Earl, Neihana Hoeta-Smith, Josh Gunn, Maggie Ferguson, Daniel Topp 

Year 8: Nathan Kay, Lucy Frame, Rommel Wilson, Fred Calder, Millie Hassall, April Kelly 

 

Lepidoptera Week at Hurunui College 
In the first week of March, Hurunui College hosted its very own ‘Lepidoptera Week’. This was a follow on 
from our very successful ‘Spider Week’ in 2016. To call it a week is a bit of a misnomer as planning started in 
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Spring 2016 and the activities pushed on through to the end of March. 

The start of March marked the beginning of the monarch butterfly tagging season. The previous Spring the 
primary school students and their teachers planted swan plant seeds and raised some seedlings. Although this 
was less successful than hoped, some obliging grown-ups stepped in with adult swan plants for the classrooms 
in the new school year. 

The students had been keenly following the progress of the caterpillars and by the time March came around 
they had witnessed the transformation from eggs right through to butterflies. The students were determined 
to see each butterfly emerge, but the tricky butterflies tended to sneak out when nobody was looking! 

It took a little while for the teachers to build up the confidence, but after a couple of goes they were well into 
the monarch tagging. We also gave tags to families who were rearing monarchs at home. Then one day in late 
March a student came to school reporting that a tagged butterfly had been found at her grandfather’s house 
8km away. Sure enough, it was one of the butterflies we had tagged and this caused great excitement among 
the students. 

The butterflies inspired a number of activities in school that week, from art projects, to creative writing, to 
science learning, and more. The highlights for the students were monarch tagging, watching monarchs 
emerge, and moth trapping. 

Moth trapping occurred courtesy of one of our school’s graduates, James Tweed of the University of Otago. 
James is studying the use of moths as indicators of ecosystem health, and he also works for the citizen science 
programme, MothNet. As part of the MothNet programme James was able to bring moth traps to our 
community and together with some of the keenest students we set the traps out in three local areas for two 
nights: a modified landscape, a native landscape, and a regenerating native landscape. We collected a lot of 
different moths and are very much looking forward to seeing the results of this experiment. 

James also had time to give talks to all the students about moths in general, and showed the kids how to 
mount moths and butterflies using household 
resources. In the period following, the students 
were encouraged to photograph lepidoptera they 
found at home and post their photos 
on www.naturewatch.org.nz for identification. 
Naturewatch is used a lot in our school for species 
identification and is a really great tool for getting 
interaction with scientists. 

Lepidoptera Week was for us more than just an 
opportunity to learn about moths and butterflies; it 
was an opportunity to take part in some genuine 
science and get hands-on with lepidoptera ecology. 
It has been a highlight of the year to date and has 
likely developed a new bunch of butterfly 
enthusiasts to support the Monarch Butterfly 
Trust. 

Photo, right  Lepidoptera Week.  Over the 
weekend moth traps were put out at the school, 
the Medbury Scientific Reserve, and the Balmoral Fire Lookout Reserve and the results were collected and 
analysed with the help of moth expert, James Tweed   

 

1st March, CCHS Athletics 
This year we travelled by cars and the van down to Rawhiti Domain in Christchurch. Thank you to the 
parents for your support with transport and also with your help timing and getting students to their events on 
time. We had some great results again including many top 3 placings in the individual events but also some 
relays. Congratulations to everyone who went along and competed as you did yourselves and the school 
proud.  

Team: Rommel Wilson, Georgia Costello, Zoe Watson, Fred Calder, Liam Marsh, Alizae Tavai, Mitchell 
Berry, Jessica Fincham, Millie Hassall, Olivia Frame, Tessa Allan, Briar Sparks, Ashleigh Watson, Tahlia Beck, 
Fletcher Earl, Jackson Bau, Blair Norton, Jamie-Lee Barnes, Charlee Barrett, Henry Earl, Krista Vernal, Blair 
Wilkins, Jack Zino, Douglas Quigley, William White, and Storme Smith. 

 

 

http://www.naturewatch.org.nz/
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3rd March, North Canterbury Primary Basketball starts 
This tournament is generally referred to as the ‘non-competitive’ season as there is no trophy to play for. This 
is a good season for players new to basketball to try the sport, and develop particular physical skills. This year 
we entered 4 teams, and once again we would like to thank all the coaches and managers, that help put this 
game together on Friday nights around Rangiora, Southbrook, Woodend, Ohoka etc. The season is for six 
weeks and ran from Friday 3rd March ending 4th April.  We were very fortunate to have a SPARC Travel Fund 
application approved and we were able to reimburse parents some travel money. Thank you to SPARC Travel 
Fund (Hurunui District Council). 

The teams were as follows: 

 

 
 

7th March, HC Triathlon 
We had a great number of students competing this year in the triathlon, especially in the individual section. 
The weather certainly didn’t turn it on for the event, but in some ways it was probably better than 30 degree 
nor’westers when heading up Allandale Road. 

Year 5-8 students run 2km, cycle 5km, swim 3 lengths 

Year 9-13 students run 2km, cycle 11km, swim 10 lengths.  

The results are as follows: 

Individual Year 5-8 1st Nathan Kay, 2nd Millie Hassall, 3rd Jakob Pascoe 

Individual Year 9-13 1st Corde Prendeville, 2nd Henry Earl, 3rd Tessa Allan 

Team Year 5-8 1st Jack Zino, Fred Calder, Rommel Wilson, 2nd Caleb Spencer, Mateo Bonny, Geordie 
 Hassall, 3rd Neihana Hoeta-Smith, Jai Marryatt, Sam Earl 

Team Year 9-13 1st Blair Wilkins, Jamie-Lee Barnes, 2nd Reuben Miller, Tessa McGirr, India Garden
 Young, 3rd Jacob Paton, Luke Sterne, Caleb Norton 

 

8th March, Level 1 Geography Field Trip 
A group of eleven enthusiastic geographers accompanied by Mrs Costello and Erin Dellaway, set off for 
Hanmer on a beautiful Summer day to collect information for their first assessment. The aim was to find out if 
tourism impacts on the natural and cultural environment of Hanmer Springs. The students worked in three 
different groups, counting rubbish and traffic, interviewing tourists as well as talking to locals. Some of the 
surveys had to be repeated at 3 different times throughout the day. At 12pm we met with Mrs Rosemary 
Ensor, a local identity.  She explained all the changes she has seen in her time in Hanmer. Mrs Ensor told us all 
about the old nursing block at Hanmer and what it has been used for. She explained about the growth in 
tourism and what effects it has had on locals, both positive and negative.  

This field trip was both fun as well as productive. Most of the students had been to Hanmer several times in 

Hurunui Hot Shots Hurunui Hurricanes Hurunui Hustlers Hurunui Hoopsters 

Coach: Nils Coach Paula Beck Coach: Sam Wilson Coach: Bronnie Gunn 

Manager: Sarah 
Cassidy 

Manager:Katrina 
Quigley 

Manager: Jenny 
Banks 

Manager: Keri Zino 

Flynn Ginders Tahlia Beck Rommel Wilson Josh Gunn 

Katie Keeble Lucy Frame Millie Hassall Jack Zino 

Neve Cassidy Olivia Frame Jakob Pascoe Nathan Kay 

Sophie Wright Sam Hartnell Neihana Hoeta-Smith Katie Gunn 

Luke Chisnall Harper Pugh Briana Hodgen Daniel Topp 

Emily Harris Cody Quirke Mateo Bonny Maggie Ferguson 

Ollie Zino Martin Quigley Ella Ferguson Jai Marryatt 

Hunter Cattermole   April Kelly   

Angus Hodgen       

Regan Kay       
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their lives but we had never really looked at it from a commercial or local’s 
point of view. We certainly collected some interesting information, for 
example lots of cars start arriving at about 10.30am just in time for 
morning tea and on a busy weekend between 5000 and 8000 people can 
pack in to Hanmer.   

Once back at school we then collated the information and produced a 
study that included graphs and tables. We had to use the data to help us 
decide if we thought that tourism had impacted on Hanmer Springs. I 
think unanimously we decided it certainly does! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8th March – 10th March, Year 9 
Orientation Camp, Windy Point 
The Year 9 camp, based up at Windy 
Point in the Lewis Pass, is designed as 
an orientation experience for our 
arriving and returning Year 9 students. 

The camp is run in conjunction with 
our Level 2 NCEA Physical Education 
class and designed as a leadership 
opportunity, allowing them to work 
alongside the Year 9s in smaller groups 
and during activities.  Helping to plan 
the camp is part of the Level 2 
Leadership in the Outdoors 
achievement standard.  This is a great 
opportunity for the Year 12 students to 
take on leadership responsibilities in an 
authentic context alongside the Year 9s while also giving the Year 9s an opportunity to better get to know each 
other and our senior students away from the school and normal classroom routines.  A big thank you to Haley 
Ross and the Level 2 Physical Education class for all their work in planning the trip and to Brendon Ferguson 
for supporting her work with the Year 9s. Also thank you to Sarah Cassidy, Iain Thompson, Nils and Elisa for 
supporting the trip over the three days. 

 

21st March, HPSSA Tee Ball Tournament 
The day looked as though it was only going 
to produce inclement weather for the 
schools, children, parents, teachers and 
supporters from the Hurunui district. 
Fortunately for everyone involved the rain 
held off and a great day was had by all. 

A large number of the Hurunui children had 
very little experience of Tee Ball and initially 
struggled to come to grips with the ultra-
competitive environment that was the 
Scargill Domain. However, after only a 
couple of games our teams had the hang of it 
and were breathing down the necks of the 
unbeaten teams. The support and 
encouragement the children gave each other 
was fantastic and helped to create a great team spirit all round. There were loads of cheering and yahooing 
from all.  
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With the amazing organisational abilities of Sonya Kelly and the incredible support of the parents, the day was 
a resounding success. Most importantly, the children had a day of fun, camaraderie and great tucker, that they 
will remember for a long time. 

 

23rd March, North Canterbury Swimming Champs 
The North Canterbury Primary Schools Swimming Championships were held at Dudley Park Pool in 
Rangiora. The students are invited to go if they have been selected for the Canterbury swimming champs. 
This is a great way to keep fit and train for the next level event to be held in Rolleston.  The swimmers w 
were: Rommel Wilson, Lucy Frame, Millie Hassall, Olivia Frame, Geordie Hassall, Regan Kay, Nathan Kay 
and Josh Gunn. 

Our team did very well once again and results are as follows: 

Relay 12+y mixed: 1st Rommel, Nathan, Millie, Lucy (right) 

Freestyle 9y G: 7th Regan Kay 

Freestyle 10y B: 3rd Geordie Hassall 

Freestyle 11y B: 6th Josh Gunn 

Freestyle 12+y B: 5th Nathan Kay 

Freestyle 12+y G: 4th Lucy Frame 

Backstroke 10y B: 4th Geordie Hassall 

Backstroke 12+y B: 2nd Rommel Wilson 

Backstroke 12+y G: 2nd Millie Hassall 

Breaststroke 9yG: 1st Regan Kay 

Breaststroke 10y B: 3rd Geordie Hassall 

Breaststroke 12+y B: 1st Rommel Wilson 

Breaststroke 12+y G: 2nd Lucy Frame 

Butterfly Open Boys: 3rd Rommel Wilson, 4th Josh Gunn  

Butterfly Open Girls: 5th Lucy Frame 

 

27th March, Level 1 Science Field Trip; Hurunui College Electronic Possum Lure Project 

Thanks to a Caltex Fuel Your School grant, the Year 11 Science class at Hurunui College was able to 
undertake its Electronic Possum Lure Project in Term 1 this year. 

The aim of this project was to design and build electronic possum lures, and then test their efficacy in the 
field. 

To start off the project we examined the impact of possums on New Zealand ecosystems and its economy, 
with a particular focus on beech forests, as the Nina Valley in the Lewis Pass is where we intended to trial the 
lures. The Nina Valley is special for us as it’s the home of the Hurunui College Nina Valley Restoration 
Group, a school conservation group that has been running since 2008. 

After the initial student-led research on possums, the research became more formalised and the students 
worked towards completing the NCEA achievement standard ‘Investigate the biological impact of an event on 
a New Zealand ecosystem’. Our particular focus for this research was ‘How would it affect the Nina Valley if 
all the possums there were eradicated?’ 

Parallel to learning about the impact of possums on NZ, we began learning how to code. We used part of our 
grant to purchase a class set of Picaxe microprocessors and other electronics that would be needed for each 
student to create their own electronic possum lure. The students then practiced coding their microprocessors 
to make various electronic devices and finally had free range to design their own possum lure.  

The students also learned to read and interpret some scientific journal articles. From these articles they found 
out what might be the optimal sound frequency for attracting possums, and what colour lights could be 
attractive to possums. They analysed Kaverman et al’s (2013) research on audio lures for possums and 
suggested improvements to that study that could be incorporated into our design. 

Many good lure designs were created but we finally decided on the following design: 

• A small can is hot glued to the lid of the glass jar. Glued to the inside base of the can is a piezo speaker. 
The piezo speaker is connected to the breadboard and is coded to activate at a frequency of 80Hz for 
five seconds every 60 seconds. The can helps amplify the sound.  

• Because the breadboard is inside a waterproof clear glass jar, it was possible for us to include a light 
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also. A white LED was included on the breadboard and was coded to switch on for five seconds prior 
to the speaker switching on. 

• In order to improve battery performance, and reduce noise and light pollution in the forest, we decided 
to include a light dependent resistor in the circuit so that the system would only switch on in the dark. 
After some experimentation in the lab, we settled on a resistance that would switch on the circuit at 
darkness equivalent to a full moon. 

As part of our possum studies we 
decided that we needed to undertake 
some field work in the Nina to find out 
what organisms were present there. We 
made plans for a number of non-
invasive measures to be undertaken on 
the same day that we trialled the lures 
in the Nina. 

The second part of our Fuel Your 
School grant allowed us to take an 
overnight trip to the Nina Valley to 
test the lures. On March 27 the whole 
class travelled to Boyle Outdoor 
Education Centre, which was to be our 
base for the night. We then went to the 
Nina and began our project.  

Having read the work of other 
researchers, and having tested the 
audio range of our lures, we decided that a suitable trial for the lures would be to place an electronic possum 
lure every 200m along the Nina track. In total 21 lures were deployed. It was important to have an experiment
-control design, so every second 100m mark was a control site.  

To test the efficacy of the lures we decided to measure possum attraction using coreflute chew cards baited 
with peanut butter. We decided that black cards would be better than the standard white cards as these 
presented no visual attraction to the possum, only an olfactory attraction. Therefore, at every 100m a chew 
card was nailed to a tree beside the track, and every second chew card had an electronic lure secured above it 
with cable ties. As a result, we were comparing the control (olfactory lure only) against the experiment 
(olfactory, audio, and visual lure). 

Having deployed all the chew cards and lures, we returned to a site near the start of the valley and took our 
ecological measures to inform our achievement standard work. 

After a good night at the Boyle, we returned to the Nina the next day and collect all the lures and chew cards. 
We were stoked to find that our electronic lures were highly successful: the electronic possum lure recorded 
86% possum tracking on the chew cards, whereas the chew cards without the electron lures recorded only 
43%. 

Clearly there are a lot of possums in the Nina Valley, which was good because the students were able to 
achieve a very good result after only one night of trialling.  

Back at school the next day, we analysed our data from our ecology measures and began the process of 
completing the work for the achievement standard. 

The feedback from the students on the project was great. All of the students were enthusiastic about doing 
something novel and they all enjoyed getting out into the bush. They loved it that the project actually worked 
well. There was some disappointment that they didn’t get to kill any possums!  

The research undertaken by the students was not just educational, but also very useful; this is in line with our 
Hurunui College Nina Valley Restoration Group aims. The possum lure we created was shown to be clearly 
more effective for attracting possums than an olfactory lure alone. There is potential for this lure to be 
developed commercially into a small button cell device that could be used with any trap. The lure would be 
effective for decreasing the time required to trap a block, and for decreasing the amount of traps needed to 
effectively cover a block. The only concern is that the lures would be disposable items and cause an element 
of light and noise pollution in natural areas. 

Thank you to Caltex Fuel Your School for the opportunity. 

 

27th March, Welcome to Miss Brinsford 
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This week we were very pleased to welcome Lauren Brinsford to the position of the 
classroom teacher in Kikorangi class.  Lauren comes to us from England with a 
background in both secondary and primary education.  She impressed the 
appointments committee with her enthusiasm and passion for teaching.  This 
appointment is to cover Jasmin Findlay’s impending maternity position and the birth 
of her first child.  We look forward to her return to the class over the next 12 
months.  

 

5th April, Year 10 Performing Arts Field Trip 
The Year 10 Performing Arts students, accompanied by Mr Biddlecombe, Sarah 
Cassidy and Melissa Brown, were lucky enough to see MUSOC performing ‘Rent’ by Stephen Larsons. This 
was to enable the students to develop their understanding of production and analyse the background and 
characters in ‘Rent’ by looking closely at the themes represented. 

 

6th April, CPSSA Swimming Sports 
A group of students, who performed well at the North Canterbury Swimming Champs, gained a place in the 
Canterbury Primary Swimming Championships held at Selwyn Aquatic Centre in Rolleston.  These students 
are selected if they did well at the Hurunui Primary swimming champs in Cheviot. They go if they get 1st and 
then if someone pulls out they go if they were 2nd. The team this year was Rommel Wilson, Lucy Frame, 
Millie Hassall, Olivia Frame, Geordie Hassall, Regan Kay, Nathan Kay, Josh Gunn and Georgie Bethell. 

Results from last Thursday 6th April are as follows: 

Freestyle G; 9y: Regan Kay 29/36 Freestyle G; 10y: Georgie Bethell 17/36 

Backstroke B; 10y: Geordie Hassall 20/36 Breaststroke G; 9y: Regan Kay 8/35 

Breaststroke B; 10y: Geordie Hassall 8/36 Butterfly Open Boys: Josh Gunn 11/22 

Butterfly Open Girls: Lucy Frame 8/24 Mixed Relay 12+: Millie/Nathan/Lucy/Rommel 4/15 

Freestyle B 12+: Nathan Kay 15/35 Freestyle G 12+: Millie Hassall 18=/33 

Backstroke B 12+: Rommel Wilson 11/35 Backstroke G 12+: Millie Hassall 12/33 

Breaststroke G 11y: Olivia Frame 12=/32 Breaststroke B 12+: Rommel Wilson 8/33 

Breaststroke G 12+: Lucy Frame 12/33 

What an awesome effort, Congratulations to you all. We would like to thank Sam and Simon Wilson for acting 
as Managers and timers for the day as part of the conditions of entering these events, and to everyone who 
took cars. Thank you. 

 

11th April – 13th April, CASFest 2017, Culverden 
CASAfest this year was held at Amuri Area School. This event is held annually where Oxford, Amuri, Cheviot, 
Rangiora New Life and Akaroa compete and have a turn at hosting.  The students all performed well and in 
the spirit of Casafest which was: respect for the game and its rules, respect for the officials and acceptance of 
decisions, respect for the opponent, concern for equal opportunity, and maintenance of dignity under all 
circumstances.   Each year during Casafest staff and co-ordinators look for examples of fair-play. They are 
then recorded and at the end, the school with the most awards are presented with a cup.  

The team this year was as follows: 

Luke Sterne, Mitch Berry, Caleb Norton, Charlee Barrett, Beau McKay, Quan Quirke, Jake Topp, Liam 
Cassidy, Jacob Paton, Bill Bailey, Jade Northover, Georgia Costello, Crystal Reed, Sakoya Johnstone, Amber 
Sowden, Beth Hicks, Yasmin Sparks, Lenix Trembath, Hayley Spencer, Briar Sparks, Jackson Bau, Blair 
Wilkins, Douglas Quigley, Flynn Crean, Fletcher Earl, Blair Norton, Corde Prendeville, Josh Collins, Dylan 
Topp, Henry Earl, Storme Smith, Ashleigh Brown, Tessa Allan, Asra Ginders, Krista Vernal, Ashleigh Lintott, 
Jamie-Lee Barnes, Miriam Clark, Ashleigh Watson, Tessa McGirr. 

 

Farewell to Jill Oakly 
As of the end of last term we farewelled Jill Oakly from the school. Jill has done a tremendous service for the 
school over the past 36 years starting at the school back in 1981. Many past students and staff will have been 
in the school alongside Jill and she has very much become part of the fabric that makes up Hurunui College. 
She will have seen many changes over the years and we wish her all the best in the future.  

13th April, Last day Term 1 
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17th April – 21st April, Area Schools Leadership Camp, Akaroa 
 

Congratulatiosn to Fletcher Earl  
Fletcher Earl represented the New Zealand Mounted Rifles 
Charitable Trust at the ANZAC ceremony in Canberra, during the 
term holiday. This is a continuation of the role Fletcher has 
performed since the 100-year commemorations in 2015. It is great 
to see our senior students playing such a crucial role in what 
continues to be a very significant occasion for both New Zealand 
and our close neighbours Australia. 

 

1st May, First day Term 2 
 
1st – 3rdMay, Karaka Class Camp, Arthur’s Pass 
River Crossing 

I was pumped! I was ready! I grabbed Brandon on my left and Caleb on my right, with David on the other side 
of Caleb, we were set. 

We stepped tentatively to the water’s edge. We waited for Logan, our camp instructor, to let us start. He gave 
us the word and we placed our feet into the mighty Bealey River.  

The iciness entered my boots as we stepped further into the swift current. The freezing water made my feet go 
numb. We got through the current and started getting out of the river. That's when the numbness hit me.  I 
thought to myself “Look at the Hills, They’re so amazing”   

We let go of each other’s backpacks and separated.  

When I tried to walk along the rocks I couldn't feel anything. My feet were like blocks of heavy lead. Logan 
told us to walk carefully because we could break our ankles if we weren't careful.  

I had done it. I was happy. I had achieved the dreaded river crossing. 

By Daniel Topp  Age 11 

 

The Fire Breathing Peppertree 

Logan told us it tasted like bubblegum and I foolishly believed him. I shouldn't have, but I did. We had been 
walking for a few minutes on the Cockayne nature walk when we stopped in front of a small tree.  

Logan told that if you chewed it up and put it  your mouth it tasted like bubblegum. I thought to myself “ It 
can’t be that bad because Mateo ate it”. I slowly folded my leaf over and over again and popped it into my 
mouth. I set about chewing it furiously expecting a yummy bubblegum flavour to come into my mouth, but 
instead, it had to taste like fire and pepper mixed together. Of course it did! It quickly filled my mouth with 
saliva so I spat it out.  

I told everyone it tasted nice so everyone ate it and spat it out, so they pretty much emptied their drink bottles. 

To wash out the taste I had a fruit burst, a drink and kept on walking.  

By Georgie Bethell  Age 11 

 

He Fooled Us! 

Slipping sliding all the way down, pushing each other, down to the bottom of the hill. Finally we got there and 
when we came off the muddy slippery track our boots were covered in mud. We were standing on the rocks 
from the river bed and taking a breather. 

The rocks were covered in orangest fungi like stuff it didn't smell that nice. Logan the camp instructor told us 
a story that the Oompa Loompas of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory actually put this orange stuff on their 
face instead of make up. 

So he said go and lick your fingers and rub it on the orange rocks and we will see who gets the most Oompa 
Loompa-looking face. Of course I ran straight to the orangest rock I could find, and spat on the sun-coloured 
rock. I then picked it up, smacked it straight onto my face and rubbed it like I was scrubbing a kitchen floor. 

Once everyone had finished it was hilarious!  I was nearly the orangest out of the whole class. Brook looked 
like an overdone Donald Trump.  
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When Logan said it would stay on for at least 5 days I actually believed him and got so cross at myself in my 
head, but I then found out that he was just messing with us.  On the way back I started to feel this itchy feeling 
all over my face...oh no! 

By Ella Ferguson Age 11 yrs. 

 

 

 

 

3rd May – 5th May, 
Kikorangi Class Camp, 
Arthur’s Pass 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10th May – 12th May, Kowhai Class Camp, Arthur’s Pass 
Winning Year 6 Speech 2017 Gus Hodgen 

Close your eyes and picture yourself 747 metres above sea level and all you can see is beautiful glistening 
waterfalls cascading down ice cold snow-capped mountains. 

Kiaora, good morning/good afternoon my name is Gus and I am here to inform you about my top 5 best picks 
of things to see or do in Arthur’s Pass. 

Arthurs Pass is a mountain pass situated in central Canterbury in New Zealand. 

Now for my first point, Number 1: Mount Rolleston.  Mount Rolleston is the biggest mountain in the whole of 
Arthur’s Pass. It is precisely 2,271 metres high. Big isn't it? Mt Rolleston can be seen from the Arthur Dudley 
Dobson memorial walk. If you're thinking what does Arthur Dudley Dobson look like take a look at me, he is my 
great great great grandfather. Arthur Dudley Dobson was searching for a pass from the Waimakariri to the West 
Coast with his father Edward and his brother George.  Once the family discovered the pass it was named after 
Arthur and the rest is history. 

Number 2 the kea , I feel sorry for the poor keas getting hit on the road. The kea is only found in New Zealand 
and are as smart as a 4 year old child. There is roughly 2,000 of them left. I think a kea would be an awesome pet 
for a maturing child. 

Do you know what's slaughtering them? People feeding them and of course rubbish.  You see a kea and think oh 
you look hungry so you throw some food out just too far and it lands on the road. 

Then the kea goes to eat it, next thing a truck comes past at 100 kilometres an hour. Oops no more kea. One of 
the keas favourite activities is car gliding which is another cause of keas becoming deceased . 

Number 3 Devils Punch Bowl I recommend you to go to Devil's Punch Bowl because I reckon it looks like a 
really good experience.  Devil's Punchbowl falls  is on New Zealand’s must see watch list because of the beauty 
of the waterfall that can be seen from the road.  We have these beautiful places that we should be looking after 
but some people are ruining the beauty of the waterfall for others. People are going toilet down the waterfall 
which I think someone should put an end to. 

Number 4 Glow worms. Glow worms are tiny see through insects.  You can only see them when it's dark. They 
are very sensitive to sound, so when you see them you have to be very quiet. You will mostly see them in caves. 
They hide in caves because if a predator makes a sound it echoes. They may be small but they’re smart too.   

Last point Number 5 the chapel. Arthurs Pass chapel was built in that certain place for a reason that I found out 
about a few weeks ago on our camp. It was built there because at night when the waterfall lights are on you can 
see an awesome view of the waterfall. That is why I think you should visit Arthur's Pass. 

 

12th May, Christchurch Secondary Schools Basketball Competition 
This year we entered only three teams into this competition which is held on Friday nights, travelling into 
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Christchurch. The competition started on 12th May. 

Year 11-13 Senior Boys team Douglas Quigley, Henry Earl, Morgan Bailey, Jackson Bau, Josh Collins, 
 Kent Palabrica. (Manager: Katrina Quigley) 

Year 11-13 Senior Girls Krista Vernal, Storme Smith, Jamie-Lee Barnes, Tessa McGirr, India 
 Garden-Young, Jade Northover, Chloe-Jane Ford (Manager: Krista Vernal) 

Year 9-10 Mixed Roddy Murchison, Jake Topp, Liam Cassidy, Ben Harris, Bailey Carr, 
 Crystal Reed, Yasmin Sparks, Beth Hicks, (Manager: Sarah Cassidy)  

Unfortunately we had to withdraw the senior boys throughout the competition due to a lack of commitment 
and students not attending each week. I’m sure it didn’t help not having a coach, so next time we will look at 
possibly not entering this team. 

 

19th May, Year 8-10 Science Expo 
 

20th May, NCEA Concert 
Senior Hurunui College students had their first taste of performing at NCEA Level for the year.  This was a 
successful show and the student performed admirably. 

 

24th May, HC Cross Country 
Hurunui College Cross Country was held for Year 1-13 students in the 
school and it was great to see so many compete this year, along with 
some keen parents.  We would like to thank Richard and Mez Power 
and Bede and Neroli Crean for the use of their land and also the 
Hawarden Golf Club.  Without these facilities so close we would have 
to transport students elsewhere. This is a 4km course for all Year 4-13 
students, Year 3: 1.7km and Year 0-2: 1.3km. This year the overall 
winner for Year 4-13 was Henry Earl with a time of 17.49, followed 
closely by Blair Wilkins 18.05 and Joseph Clark 18.26. The first Year 4
-13 girl home was Miriam Clark with a time 19.05, followed closely by 
Regan Kay 19.43 and Millie Hassall 19.44.  

Year 3 Girl 1st: Sinead Chisnall, 2nd Leah Crawford,  

 3rd Ashlee Murray 

Year 3 Boy  1st Will Zino, 2nd Shea Kelly, 3rd Dustin Wright. 

Year 0-2 Girl 1st Gemma Costello, 2nd Lily Frost, Pippa Ginders 

Year 0-2 Boy 1st Hamish Thompson, 2nd Jake Abbott,  

 3rd Joshua Spencer 

 

 

29th May, Netball, Seniors 
vs Staff 
Photo The victorious staff netball team, who triumphed against 
the South Island Secondary Schools’ netball team in a ‘friendly’ 
lunchtime game.   

The SISS team travel to Christchurch for the tournament in 
September. 

 

 

 

31st May, HPSSA Cross Country 
This year was held at Barton’s property in Waikari. The following students who did particularly well from our 
own school cross country were: 

Year 4 Girls: Sophie Thompson, Libby Ginders, Grace McKnight. Pieta Sidey 

Year 4 Boys: Samuel Dobbs, Riley Abbott, Ben Spencer, Blake Earl 
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Year 5 Girls:  Katie Spencer, Katie Keeble, Angel Dagcutan, Gemma Ralph 

Year 5 Boys: Andrew Fincham, Flynn Ginders, Cameron Berry, Davey Talivai 

Year 6 Girls: Regan Kay, Emily Harris, Neve Cassidy, Sophie Wright 

Year 6 Boys: Ollie Zino, Luke Chisnall, Gus Hodgen, Seth Smith 

Year 7 Girls: Georgie Bethell, Jessica Fincham, Ella Ferguson, Olivia Frame 

Year 7 Boys: Jakob Pascoe, Caleb Spencer, Geordie Hassall, Mateo Bonny 

Year 8 Girls: Millie Hassall, Anika McWin, April Kelly, Tahlia Beck 

Year 8 Boys: Joseph Clark, Nathan Kay, Rommel Wilson, Jack Zino 

 

Their results from the Hurunui Primary Zone Cross Country in Waikari for the top 6 runners in each age 
group were as follows: 

Year 4 Girls: Sophie Thompson 6th Year 4 Boys:  Riley Abbott 5th 

Year 5 Boys: Andrew Fincham 6th Year 6 Girls: Regan Kay 2nd, Neve Cassidy 6th 

Year 7 Girls: Jessica Fincham 2nd, Georgie Bethell 3rd Year 7 Boys: Jakob Pascoe 1st 

Year 8 Girls: Millie Hassall 1st, Anika McWin 4th Year 8 Boys: Nathan Kay 4th, Rommel Wilson 5th 

 

June, Debating  
Our two Hurunui College teams were knocked out during the quarterfinals of the North Canterbury Debating 
competition.  It was still a great effort from both and they can be proud of how well they have done. Sadly we 
will not be able to defend the trophy again this year and will now leave it to the other schools to battle out for 
top honours.  

 

June, Congratulations 
It was great to receive notification that an ex-student, Prof Sally Brooker was recognised in the Queen’s 
Birthday Honours Awards and named as a Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit.  Sally attended 
Hawarden Area School and was awarded school Dux in 1982.  The honour is in recognition of her award-
winning research, which has taken place in collaboration with scientists in New Zealand, Australia, Europe, 
the United States, and Canada.  The research has focused primarily on the structure, design, and synthesis of 
innovative new metal molecules whose spin states could be controlled and changed.  Sally is also the author or 
co-author of more than 185 research articles in peer-reviewed publications and has delivered 51 lectures at 
international conferences, and received several international fellowships.  It is wonderful to see a student from 
Hurunui College going on to be so successful on the national and international stage.  She is certainly proof 
that Area Schools are great catalysts for success and we congratulate her on her latest award 

 

16th June, Year 0-7 PTA Disco 
 

19th June, L1 Performing Arts Field Trip 
The Level 1 Performing Arts students, accompanied by Mr Biddlecombe, and Sarah Cassidy, attended The 
Court Theatre’s showing of ‘Hamlet: The Video Game (The Stage Show)’. The students left the show inspired 
by performing arts and the art of improvisation. 

 

21st June, CPSSA Cross Country 
The students in Year 5-8 who performed well at the HPSSA Cross Country were then selected to go to the 
Canterbury Primary Schools Cross Country Championships at the Halswell Quarry. 

A few students were unable to attend due to injury or simply didn’t want to compete at this higher level. The 
results of the runners are as follows: 

Year 6 Girls:  Regan Kay 30/122 and Neve Cassidy 119/122 

Year 7 Girls:  Jessica Fincham 61/117 and Georgie Bethell 72/117 

Year 8 Girls:  Millie Hassall 42/112 and Anika McWin 108/112 

Year 8 Boys:  Nathan Kay 79/115 (Rommel Wilson sick) 

Well done to our students, this is a fantastic result from all the Canterbury Primary Schools. 
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23rd June, Area Schools Tournament Quiz Night 
We would like to thank everyone who came along and supported our quiz night, held at the Hawarden Rugby 
Rooms. This event was held as a fundraiser for the students selected to travel north to the Area Schools 
Sports Tournament later in the year. 

It was great to see so many teams, and the fun everyone had. The winning team was Hawarden Fire Service: 
congratulations to Tim Kelly, Sam Chisnall, Richard Frost and Adam Black. We would like to take this 
opportunity to thank all our sponsors. It was fantastic to be able to offer so many spot prizes etc. Thank you 
to Bede Crean for being a wonderful MC/Auctioneer, Sharon Earl for preparing all the questions, Warren 
Robinson for the Bar Manager, and Mike Norton for assisting.  

  

29th-30th June, Rock of Ages Production 
The culmination of two terms worth of work came together with two packed shows to our secondary school 
performance. This included students from year 7 to 13 and all the elements of the production had student 
leading. From lighting and sound design to acting and music. An awesome show that was well worth all the 
hard work. 

Rocking in Hawarden 
By Amanda Bowes, North Canterbury News 
Big hair, big music, big guitar solos and big egos come together in Rock of Ages – High School edition next 
Thursday and Friday. 

The Hurunui College senior school will have the audience hard pressed to stay in their seats as iconic songs 
from bands like REO Speedwagon, Twisted Sister, Night Ranger, Styx and Whitesnake are belted out while 
songs from artists like Pat Benetar and Bon Jovi will give those who were teenagers in the 80s a trip down 
memory lane. 

Rock of Ages centres around the Bourbon Room, one of the Sunset Strip’s (Hollywood) last legendary venues 
where lycra, heavy metal and aqua net is the norm. 

It is the end of the 80s and much adored rocker Stacee Jaxx takes centre stage. 

He doesn’t realise he and his band Arsenal are riding at the end of an era and has groupies still clamouring for 
autographs. 

Down trodden toilet cleaner, Drew, is an aspiring rock star who wants to take on the stage and is also yearning 
for small town girl, Sherrie, from Kansas who like Drew, has stars in her eyes. 

Life in the rock and roll fast lane is threatened when German developers ride in and want to turn the fabled 
Sunset Strip into another capitalistic strip mall. 

Drew, Sherrie and the gang try to save the strip and themselves before their lives are changed forever, but only 
the music from the 80s bands hold the answers to their problems. 

The musical, written by Chris D’Arienzo, is the 27th longest running on Broadway and has been nominated 
for the Tony Award several times. 

The high school edition has been 
adapted so that teenage voices can cope 
with the rock anthems and the script 
adjusted to reduce some of the 
raunchier aspects of the original. 

The leads in the Hurunui College are 
played by Morgan Bailey as Stacee Jaxx, 
Douglas Quigley plays Drew, Briar 
Sparks takes the role of Sherrie and Eli 
Bullmore plays the bar owner Dennis. 

Singing teacher, Sarah Cassidy, has put 
her all into taking on the role as 
Producer and Phil Biddlecombe is 
musical director. Several staff from the 
college have also jumped on board to 
help bring the production to life. 
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6th July, Year 4-7 Speech Finals 
 
July, Mid Winter Dip   
Everything from toe dipping to full immersion - the Mid Winter Dip took place during the shortest week  

 House Point Results: 1st Sumner, 2nd Mason, 3rd Taylor,  4th Sheppard  

 
 

7th July, Last day Term 2 
 
10th – 14th July, NZ Area Schools Tournament 
The Top of the South trials for the Area Schools Tournament were held in early May in Murchison, over two 
days. The trials team consisted of the following students: Fletcher Earl, Jacob Unsworth, Krista Vernal, Blair 
Wilkins, Jackson Bau, Flynn Crean, Henry Earl, Blair Norton, Tessa Allan, Ashleigh Watson and Jade 
Northover.  

Congratulations to the following students who were selected for the New Zealand Area schools tournament 
(Top of the South teams) that was held in Whangarei in the July holidays. 

Flynn Crean (Rugby/Basketball) Jacob Unsworth (Rugby/ Ki O Rahi) 

Krista Vernal (Basketball) Blair Wilkins (Rugby/Volleyball) 

Jackson Bau (Football) Blair Norton (Rugby/Volleyball) 

Fletcher Earl (Rugby) Henry Earl (Golf) 

They would like to thank everyone who supported them with 
their fundraising efforts; quiz night, raffle and the 
sponsorship.  Thanks to Brendon Ferguson and Jenny 
Keeble for all your work with the fundraising. Also a huge 
thanks to Hurunui District Council Mayoral Fund for the 
money we received for each student to assist with the cost of 
the trip. 

The following students then gained selection to either the 
South Island team and/or New Zealand representative teams: 

Flynn Crean – Rugby and Basketball, Blair Norton – Rugby 
and Jackson Bau - Football 

 

14th July, Senior Art Trip, Top Art Exhibition 
During the term holidays a group of senior Art students went into 
Christchurch to see the TopArt exhibition at Canterbury 
University’s School of Fine Arts (SoFA). The exhibition of the best 
Level 3 Visual Art students work was very impressive. We all easily 
found something to inspire us. There was a variety of work on 
display from pencil drawing, through photography, and some mind-
blowing painting. 

Then we got an unexpected bonus, a private guided tour of SoFA. 
We got to see where the first year students start right through to the 
individual studio spaces of the fourth year students. We also got a 
peek in the still and moving image studios. And we got to chat to 
some hard-working students and lecturers. 
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24th July, First day Term 3 
On Tuesday, of the first week of term, we had our start of term assembly where we we sadly farewelled Elisa 
and Nils from Hurunui College.  It is amazing to think that Nils and Elisa had completed a year with us as 
volunteers at the school and were heading home to Germany.  They were  an amazing asset to the school, did 
a fabulous job and will be sadly missed.  It is a huge leap of faith to travel half way around the world to work 
in a school, community and country that you know very little about.  The way both Nils and Elisa integrated 
into our community was a huge credit to them and we know they have touched the lives of more than just 
those of us in the school.  We wished them all the best on the journey home and as always, will took a little 
part of Hurunui College back to Germany with them and the knowledge that they will always be warmly 
welcomed back. This was also symbolised through the presenting of a Pounamu to both after a moving Haka 
from the students.  

  

4th August, Year 7-
13 Ski Trip, 
Mount Lyford 
Thank you to Mr 
Ferguson for 
organsing the Year 
8-13 ski trip.  The 
weather held and 
everyone had a 
great time. 

 
 
 
 
7th August, Welcome to Hanna and Michael 
It was fabulous to once again powhiri (above) our new team of German volunteers to the school on Monday.  
Hanna and Michael arrived on Sunday looking relatively fresh after their 30 hours of travel to New Zealand. 
They are already settling quickly into their roles at school and we are again very privileged to have a motivated 
and eager pairing.  
We know their year 
will go quickly and we 
hope they are able to 
make the most of 
their time with us.  
The powhiri was also 
an opportunity to 
formally welcome 
recent staff, students 
and whanau to our 
school.  It was 
wonderful to have a 
number of parents 
come along to support their students and be an active part of the welcome. 
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Kia Ora tatou! 
This is Hanna and Michael, we are the new German volunteers at Hurunui 
College. To quickly introduce ourselves here are some interesting facts about 
us: 

Name:  Hanna Göbel (hard to pronunce, I know!) Age:  19 

Working with: Year 10 + seniors 

Interesting fact about me: I preferred Ashburton to Akaroa. 

I'm Kiwi-like because: I like rugby and espacially the Haka. 

I'm not Kiwi-like because: I have never played Netball. 

Name: Michael Brang Age: 18 

Working with: Year 9 

Interesting fact about me: Planned to drive to Hanmer Springs, 
ended up at Lake Taylor 

I'm Kiwi-like because: I love the taste of L&P. 

I'm not Kiwi-like because: I don't know any All Blacks 
player. 

Here are some of the first impressions we made in our 
time in New Zealand: 

After two long days of travelling we arrived in 
Christchurch. Exhausted and completely tired we couldn't 
believe we really made it to the other side of the world. 

Mr. Beck picked us up at the airport and we both just understood the half of what he told us about the 
country, earthquakes and our work at the Hurunui College. The Kiwi accent is a real challenge we didn't 
expected. 

Our first month we both stayed in lovely host families. Thanks to families Beck, Kelly, Murchison and Bonny. 
You enabled us a wonderful time at your house and helped us getting along with the new language, the new 
work and the new environment we've been landed in. 

But also thanks to all the other people helping us for a good start here, meaning staff, students and others. We 
are feeling really lucky to be here and enjoy our diversified time at Hurunui College and in New Zealand. 

We are both really looking forward traveling as much as possible, spending our daily life in the homelike 
Hawarden, experiencing as many things as possible and meeting as many Kiwis as possible. 

We are open for any kind of invitations!  Hanna and Michael 

 

15th August, Year 7-13 Speech Competition 
Congratulations to everyone who took part, and thank you to our judges, adjudicator and audience.  The 
winning speech for each section is printed in the Student Work section of the magazine. 

 

16th - 18th August, Area Schools Conference / Area School’s Achievement Award 
This week, alongside Board of Trustees members and Philip Biddlecombe I had the pleasure of attending the 
Area Schools’ Conference in Wellington.  The Area Schools’ Conference is very unique as it is one of the only 
conferences that brings together Board of Trustees, teachers, middle leaders and Principals and once again 
reinforces the commitment from across our country towards improving the educational outcomes for our 
students and communities. 

The Area Schools’ Association is predominantly made up of small, rural, isolated Year 1-13 schools but also a 
splattering of special character, christian and koru kaupapa schools from the full width and length of our 
country.  The conference itself is a great opportunity for our schools to come together and share our successes 
and the challenges we all face.  In the current educational environment with such a strong focus on 
collaboration and creating connections between schools the conference this year is titled Te Mana o te 
Whanaungatanga - The Power of Connections. 
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We had the newly appointed Minister of Education Nikki Kaye open our conference on Wednesday and it 
was real pleasure to hear her openness and willingness to listen to the sector.  She showed a strong 
commitment to work alongside schools and displayed a good understanding of the challenges currently being 
faced, especially around the growing mental health crisis in all of our schools and communities.  It was 
certainly a pleasant change from what we have experienced in the past. 

At the conference dinner we presented an Area Schools’ student achievement awards to Miriam Clark as 
acknowledgement for her ongoing exceptional academic performance and commitment to the environment.  
It is wonderful to be able to recognize Miriam at the national level, as she is truly a passionate and intelligent 
young lady who has the potential to do exceptional things in the future. Congratulations Miriam. Steve Beck 

 

22nd August, HPSSA 7-Aside Tournament 
This year Hurunui College hosted this annual event again. 
We held touch rugby and soccer over in the domain and 
netball was held on the school courts. We hosted Amuri 
Area School, Cheviot Area School, Waikari, Rotherham, 
Hanmer Springs, Waipara, Waiau Schools, with approx 500 
students having fun and participating in the three sports. 

It was a great fun filled day with all competitors competing 
in a great spirit. Thanks to the Hurunui College PTA for 
providing a sausage sizzle and shop, which was well 
attended. Also to the couple of parents who worked as team 
managers. A BIG thanks to Russell for your work in setting up the day and Brendon for marking out the 
fields at the domain. 

We look forward to hosting this event again next year. A special thanks to our students who coached/
managed teams before the event and on the day, it is always much appreciated. And to 

all our referees, many 
thanks.  We always have 
positive feedback from the 
other schools/parents on 
what a great day it was. 
Well done to all our 
students for competing in a 

positive 
manner and 
to all the 

teachers for your support. 

 

23rd August, Year 7-10 CANTAMaths 
 
24th August, Daffodil Day 
Photo The Student Council organsied a Coin Trail, for Daffodil Day, which  raised $211.90.  The funds will 
be donated to the Cancer Society. 

 

26th August, CASA Year 11-13 
Formal 
On Saturday night I once again 
had the pleasure of attending the 
combined Canterbury Area 
Schools Formal alongside our 
senior students. It was a very 
enjoyable evening, with our 
students once again being 
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exquisitely presented. They represented the school with demeanour and grace and I hope they all enjoyed their 
night.  Steve Beck 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

31st August, Red Cross / BOUNCE Visit 
We were lucky enough to host the Red Cross, who provided free barbeque sausages for everyone, along with 
members from the Bounce team.  Borne out of the Canterbury Earthquakes, Bounce provides a platform for 
young people across New Zealand to share their wellbeing tips, positive messages, blog posts, videos, music, 
photos and stories, around a central theme of “live life well.”   The Red Cross team also presnted the school 
with a native tree for planting in the school grounds. 

 

1st September, CASA Kapahaka, Akaroa 
 

2nd September, Net NZ Music Festival 
Once again Hurunui College played host to musical students from as far north as Hukarere Girls and South as 
Roxburgh Area School.  These students were performing as part of the NetNZ music festival. This was a 
great event and enables us to showcase the ability and the facilities we have to offer at Hurunui College. Again 
a massive thank you to the people who billeted students Sarah Cassidy, Rachel Purvis and Sonia Talavi. Special 
thanks to Sonia and Rachel for supporting us through the weekend with food and sustenance. 

 

4th – 7th September, SISS Winter Tournament Week, Christchurch 
The team had a busy week in Christchurch, taking part in the South Island Secondary Schools Netball 
Tournament.  The team this year was: Krista Vernal, Chantelle White, Jamie-Lee Barnes, Tessa McGirr, Tessa Allan, 
Ashleigh Lintott, Storme Smith, Jade Northover, Thank you to Haley Ross, her sister Sophie, and Jenny Keeble for 
accompanying and supporting the players. 

They played Aparima College and 
Murchison Area School on 
Monday - losing both games but 
gaining bonus points from each 
game as they only lost by three 
goals in both matches.  The girls 
played really well in these 
matches and did themselves 
proud.  Jade and Krista's shooting was 
impressive with 94% and 85% 
respectively. Storme did some 
awesome passes into the circle. 

On Tuesday they played 
Mountainview High School and Cheviot, losing both games. Zoe, Tessa M and Jamie Lee had great games in 
defense. 

On day three the first game was against Opihi College. They lost 22-16, but they won the second half of the 

http://www.bounce.org.nz/
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game which was really exciting. 

They lost the second game against a St Margaret's invitation team, but it was a great experience. Jamie Lee and 
Tessa M worked well in the circle and Jade shot well today.  Zoe took some tips and intercepts at wing 
defense. 

The girls are having a great time together, lots of laughing and everyone still positive after a tough week so far 
on the court.  

On Wednesday afternoon they went to Mega Air and had a fun time jumping around on the trampolines.  
During the week the girls have held a ‘Come dine with me’ dinner competition.  The team to take out first 
prize in what turned out to be a highly competitive cooking competition was Jade, Krista, Jamie Lee and 
Chantelle. 

They had their first win on day 4, against South Westland Area School. They finished in 10th place overall in 
the C Grade. 

The girls had a great week away. A big thanks to Haley Ross and Jenny Keeble for coaching and managing the 
team.  We would also like to thank all our along with everyone else who supported our fundraising efforts 
which were: Milo mornings, Hamburgers, cheese rolls/soup, bacon. This group of students were fortunate to 
have a number of different practices this year, with a couple of games against the staff, St Margaret’s College, 
Amuri School. Also big thanks to St Margaret’s College for allowing us to have these practices and for you 
obtaining us an umpire for competition week in Christchurch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7-8 September, Model EU, University of Canterbury 
Five students went to University of Canterbury, to attend a two day event, ‘The Model EU’.  This was about 
politics and ‘Trumps influence of the EU.  We had a great time and learnt about Brexit and the EU.  Thanks 
to Serena and Tim Kelly for organising this trip and providing transport. Recount by Bradley White 

Bradley White was one of 12 award winners at the Model EU, out of 160 participants, for his role in the 
Foreign Affairs: Human Rights committee. Well done Bradley.  

 

September, Big Boy drops in to Hurunui College for a visit 
BY AMANDA BOWES, North Canterbury News 
Big Boy dropped into Hurunui College last week. 

The very special visitor – a 30-year-old plus Tuatara – presented pupils with a once in a life time opportunity 
to see a the unique Tuatara up close and personal. 

Big Boy doesn’t normally visit schools, but he just 
happened to be on an official engagement in North 
Canterbury with his ambassador, Nicola Toki. 

Right In addition to being admired by a number of 

students and staff, Big Boy posed with another taonga 

visiting the school. The Area School mauri (a material 

symbol of a life principle), was retrieved from the inlet 

at Waitangi and gifted to the Area School Association. 

The mauri is held by the region that will host the 

following Area School Conference and spends time in 

schools within that region. 
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Nicola’s husband, Chris, teaches at the school and when he knew she would be in the area with Big Boy, 
pleaded with her to call in. 

“I could hardly refuse the unique opportunity to show Big Boy to the students so they could see and touch 
one of New Zealand’s most threatened species,” says Nicola. 

Nicola, who works for the Department of Conservation as their threatened species ambassador, says Hurunui 
College has a tangible connection with the environment, with the work they do in Nina Valley. 

“It is important that the kids get to see how unique a 
threatened species is. Big Boy is one of the last 
remaining members of the dinosaur species. 

“Tuatara were plentiful in both the South and North 
Islands until rats arrived. Then they disappeared. 
The only reason we have Tuatara now is that there 
were off shore populations,” says Nicola. 

Big Boy is over 30 years old, a teenager in Tuatara 
terms and lives at the Issac Wildlife Conservation 
Park just out of Christchurch most of the time. 

The pupils asked very clever and thoughtful questions throughout the visit and some of the questions “had 
me stumped!” says Nicola. 

She says it is important that the students understand the devastation rats, ferrets, stoats, weasels and 
hedgehogs have had on the species that can’t defend themselves, whether it through the predators eating the 
eggs, the live young or adults. 

New Zealand has 3000 threatened species and in low land Canterbury, 99.5% of the indigenous plant life has 
gone, impacting on other species – birds, skinks, geckoes and insects. 

North Canterbury and in particular Hurunui, has some very special pockets of untouched areas that give a 
glimpse of how the landscape would have once been. These are few and far between and need preserving with 
the aim of making them predator free. 

Issac’s does a huge amount of work breeding endangered species of all types for release into the wild and 
Nicola says one project they are involved with very close to her heart is the breeding of the unique and rare 
orange fronted parakeet, which is found in the South Branch of the Hurunui River. 

It was also once plentiful, but is now on the National Critical list. 

There are only four Beech valleys in the South Island where the birds are found, the other three being in 
Arthur’s Pass National Park. 

 

11th – 15th September,  Maori Language Week / Enviro Week 
Haere mai te wiki o te reo Māori and welcome to Maori language week.  This year’s theme “Kia ora te reo 
Māori”, was chosen to celebrate New Zealand’s indigenous greeting, and also as the words ‘Kia Ora’ are an 
exact description of the intent of the new partnerships for te reo Māori revitalisation between the Crown and 
Māori under the new Māori Language Act 2016. 

A big focus for us during this week was around placing a bigger emphasis on us using te reo in our general 
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greeting in and around the school.  We have focused on the correct 
pronunciation of te reo, especially around our student, classroom and 
place names.  This links in with the ‘Say It Tika’ campaign, led by 
Temuera Morrison encouraging all New Zealanders to pronounce 
our place names correctly.   

This week also marked Enviroweek and was used to mark a clean 
slate for our school in relation to rubbish.  

Our litter team presented to the school at an Enviro assembly and 
after this the Exploring and Discovering Communities did a rubbish 
busting treasure hunt, giving the school a full clean up as well as 
identifying the areas in our school where most of the rubbish is accumulating.  The team will look to 
implement strategies to address the rubbish that comes into the school and how we might reduce, and better 
recycle our litter.  Tim Kelly spear headed this project alongside our Gifted and Talented programme, with a 
very strong student driven focus.  Steve Beck 

 

15th September, Wheels Day 
 

 
15th September, North Canterbury Primary Basketball Comp, Term 
4 
We again entered four teams in to this Friday night competition. We 
entered one Year 5/6 team (mixed) and three Year 7/8 mixed teams. 

Hurunui Hotshots:  Flynn Ginders, Katie Keeble, Neve Cassidy, 
Sophie Wright, Emily Harris, Ollie Zino, Hunter 
Cattermole, Angus Hodgen, Regan Kay, Luke 
Chisnall. Coach Krista Vernal/Andy Harris, 
Manager: Sarah Cassidy 

Hurunui Hurricanes:  Tahlia Beck, Lucy Frame, April Kelly, Millie 
Hassall, Fred Calder, George Hicks, Martin 
Quigley, Olivia Frame, Katie Gardner. Coach: 
Paula Beck, Manager:Katrina Quigley. 

Hurunui Hustlers:  Rommel Wilson, Liam Carson, Jack Zino, 
Nathan Kay, Anika McWin, Lilijana Paton, 
Chevannah Smith, Katie Gunn, Sam Hartnell. 
Coach: Sam Wilson, Manager: Keri Zino. 

Hurunui Hoopsters:  Daniel Topp, Maggie Ferguson, Ella Ferguson, 
Briana Hodgen, Mateo Bonny, Neihana Hoeta-
Smith, Cody Quirke, Harper Pugh, Sam Earl, Josh 
Gunn. Coach/Mgr: Nicci Heywood and Bronwyn 
Gunn. 

The competition started Friday 15th September through till Friday 8th 
December. No results available at time of print. 

 

 

19th September, Canterbury Inter-school Individual Chess 
Competition 
Photo: Emily McNaughton, Caleb Spencer, Davey Talivai & Daniel 
Topp getting some practice in before the first round of the 
Canterbury Inter-school Individual Chess Competition.  

This was held at Te Hāpua Centre in Halswell on Tuesday 19th 
September.   All students enjoyed the opportunity to compete against 
other schools as well as some very good competition.  

 
20th September, Shirley Boy’s concert and Jazz Band Performance 
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The Shirley Boy’s concert and Jazz band 
came and offered an afternoon of music and 
performance for our year 1-8 students. The 
feedback from the students was 
overwhelmingly positive. They really 
enjoyed the afternoon and were very 
impressed with how the young men 
interacted with the crowd and the wealth of 
talent that was on show. We thank Shirley 
Boys for including us in their North 
Canterbury Tour and would happily have 
them back in future years.  

  

 

19th – 22nd September, Level 3 PE Trip, 
Able Tasman 
It has been a great year in Level 3 PE this year. One of the highlights was our trip to the Abel Tasman 
National Park at the end of Term 3 where we kayaked and tramped from Marahau in the south to Totaranui 
in the north. This was a great experience and opportunity for all of us, from deciding the destination to 
calculating costs to booking huts, we planned everything from start to finish which included identifying key 
issues within outdoor safety management and devising strategies to minimise the risk of occurrence. This 
proved to be very rewarding as we did not encounter any significant issues… apart from the fact that Mr 
Ferguson sounds like an elephant when he snores!!! 

The trip started on the 19th September where we drove up to Motueka after school. The following day, we 
met with The Sea Kayak Company and paddled for 4 hours to The Anchorage Hut where we got to explore 
Cleopatra’s Pool (a natural moss lined water 

slide) as well as the glow worm caves in 
which most of us got pretty wet getting to! 
The next day we kayaked a further 4 hours 
to Onetahuti Beach where we stopped for 
lunch, played some games and tramped a 
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further 8.5km over Tonga Saddle to Awaroa Hut where we cooked up a hearty feed. The next morning we got 
up bright and early at 5am to catch the low tide over the Awaroa Estuary and tramped a further 7.1 km along 
the coast to Totaranui before getting the water taxi back. It was awesome to see a plethora of wildlife 
including seal pups, bell birds, wood pigeons, cave wetas and lots of weka!! With rain forecasted for all 4 days, 
we were very lucky with the weather and only experienced precipitation on the last day. 

Overall, it was a valuable experience which we all enjoyed and would definitely recommend to future physical 
education classes. When you get put into this kind of natural environment, it is always interesting to see how 
people set aside any issues and come together as one which can prove to be very beneficial for cohesive 
relationships. 

Before finishing, I would also like to take this moment to say thank you on behalf of the class to each and 
every individual who helped us get there, especially to Miss Brown and our PE teacher Mr Ferguson who 
joined us for the 4 days- without you we would not have been able to go!  Miriam Clark, Level 3 PE Class 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
26th -  30th September, NZAS Rugby Camp, Christchurch   
 

 

 

 

 

 

September, Year 10 Shave for Cure 
The big highlight for Year 10 in 2017 was our Shave for a Cure event, held at the end of term 3. The class 
organised the entire event and each member of the class had an important role to play in order to make the 
event the success it was. 

Everyone who signed up to have their head shaved had to commit to raising a minimum amount of 
sponsorship.  A special assembly was organsied and hosted by Year 10, where the head shaving took place.  A 
very brave 12 students took part, and two teachers. Local hairdessers volunteered their time: Neroli Crean, 
Bronwyn Gunn, Paula Beck, Laura Jones and ex student Luciye Merry. 

In total, $4,568.00 was raised and the money was donated to the New Zealand Leukaemia Foundation. 

Thanks to everyone who helped! 
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Hurunui students  
‘Shave for a Cure to support cancer’  

North Canterbury News 
 

On Wednesday 27th September, the Year 10 class at Hurunui College held a Shave for a cure event, in support 
of the Leukaemia and Blood Cancer Foundation. 

The school’s value focus this term was Service and Year 10 wanted to make a difference by bringing the 
school together and raising money for people across New Zealand. To make this event happen, each member 
of the class had a job to do in order to successfully run the Shave for a cure fundraiser and planning took 
place over term 3. 

13 students and 2 teachers had their heads shaved at a full school assembly. The year 10 class had aimed to 
raise $1,500.00 but with generous support from sponsors, they managed to surpass their goal and raised a very 
impressive $4,398.30. The year 10 class were very happy with the outcome, and student Trinity O’Brien said “ 
I was really surprised at the amount we raised. Being from a small area, I was amazed with the amount of 
sponsors and support we had”. Sapphire Sunnex, another Year 10 class member was “shocked with how 
much money was made. It was a really good feeling to help people in need and I enjoyed being part of the 
event”. 

Year 10 class member and Shave for a cure participant, Charlee Barrett was interviewed during his haircut and 
described the experience as fun and he “felt lighter” as he lost his locks. 

Many girls had their hair completely shaved, with Georgia Costello having one of the most drastic haircuts. 
Before the event, Georgia’s hair was down to the middle of her back and at the end, had a number two hair-
cut. 

The event came together and was the success it was due to the participants, those who made donations and 
the local hairdressers who came in to support the event.  

The class learnt a lot about what it takes to organise an event and worked together positively as a team 
throughout the entire process. It was well worth doing. 

Written by the Year 10 Class, Hurunui College 

Hurunui College Senior Badminton Competition 
This is an annual competition held for students from Year 8-13. This year we held it in Term 3 and finished it 
off in Term 4. Results as follows: 

Senior Girl: Miriam Clark 

Senior Boy: Flynn Crean 

 

29th September, Last day Term 3 
 
October, NZ Secondary Schools Target Shooting Champs  
Over the holidays we had a three of our Year 11 students, Douglas Quigley, Eli Bullmore and Morgan Bailey 
head up to Palmerston North for the NZ Secondary Schools target shooting champs.  Hurunui College placed 
8th out of 21 teams, with Douglas making the South Island team, 
beating the North Island and going on to be selected to the New 
Zealand Secondary Schools Team who competed and lost against 
Great Britain.  This was a fantastic result for the team and an 
outstanding achievement for Douglas that he and the school can be 
very proud of.  Congratulations!  

 

16th October, First day Term 4 
 
Hurunui College Junior Tennis Competition 
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The Tennis Competition was held through the lunch times, in 
Term 3 and 4, for anyone interested up to Year 7. 

The following students competed: 

Year 7: Geordie Hassall, Georgie Bethell, Maggie Ferguson, Ella 
Ferguson, Olivia Frame 

Year 6: Ollie Zino, Sophie Wright 

Year 5: Davey Talivai, Flynn Ginders 

Year 4: Blake Earl, Riley Abbott, Samuel Dobbs, Henri Morgan 

Year 3: Ashlee Murray, Leah Crawford 

Congratulations to the following students who won: 

Champion Junior Boy: Geordie Hassall, Runner up: Ollie Zino 

Champion Junior Girl: Georgie Bethell, Runner up: Olivia Frame 

 

18th October, HPSSA Triathlon 
This event was postponed until Term four this year. It is held annually up in Hanmer Springs for students in 
Years 5-8, (aged 9 years and up as at 1 January). This is for individuals only, 9 and 10year olds: Swim 50mtrs, 
cycle 2.5km, and run 2km and 11 and 12+year olds; swim 50mtrs, cycle 5km, and run 2km.The following 
students competed this year were as follows:  Luke Chisnall, Horton McKay, Ella Ferguson, Caleb Spencer, 
Josh Gunn, Millie Hassall, Nathan Kay, Regan Kay, Rommel Wilson, Neve Cassidy, Lucy Frame. Many 
thanks to the parents who travelled with the children, especially Bronwyn Gunn for taking the school van 
and acting as Manager. 

Results:  

1st: Regan Kay (9 year old girls), Ella Ferguson 
(11 year old girls), Millie Hassall (12+girls), 
Nathan Kay (12+Boys) 

2nd: Rommel Wilson (12+Boys) 

4th: Lucy Frame (12+girls) 

5th: Josh Gunn (11year old boys), Neve 
Cassidy (10 year old girls), Luke Chisnall (10 
year old boys) 

7th: Caleb Spencer (11 year old boys) 

 

26th October, Lions Christchurch Schools 
Music Festival 
The Lions Christchurch Schools Music Festival was held once again at the Horncastle Arena. Students from 
Years 5 - 8 participated in this performance. For our survivors Katie Gunn, Millie Hassell and April Kelly, 
who have been to every festival since Year 5, it was their last.  

The students enjoyed spending the afternoon at Mega Air before the concert. A massive thank you to Sarah 
Cassidy for her continued support of this event. 

 

31st October, Performing Arts Field Trip 
Some of our senior Performing Arts students were lucky enough to receive a free workshop from the North 
Canterbury Musical Society's production of Company courtesy of Mainpower. The students gained valuable 
knowledge about directing, sound, lighting, prop design, stage management, makeup and musical direction. 
Then they were invited to watch a dress rehearsal of the show. 

 

November, Equestrian Event  
Dear PTA 

Thank you very much for covering the costs of our entry fees and contributing towards fuel in the Primary 
School Show Jumping competition.  This was the first time the competition has been run, we hope to 
compete next year too. 

We had a great day and achieved our goal of getting in the top five. Our composite team came 5th out of 9 
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teams. 

Ella got three clear rounds at 80cm and got out in the tip’n’out at 77cm by dropping a rail. Georgie got two 
clear rounds, jumping 65cm, and got eliminated in the first round but clearing the tip’n’out going up to 
80cm.  We had three other team 
members from different schools to make 
up a team.  The girls and boys did really 
well too and it was great meeting new 
people. 

Thank you again for generously covering 
the costs. We had a blast! 

Your sincerely  

Georgie Bethell and Ella Ferguson. 

 

 
 
1st November, HC Athletics Sports 
Thanks to all the staff who helped with 
the running of this day, we couldn’t do it 
without you all. Quite a number of records were broken and the following students should be congratulated: 
(The 200m records are a new event from this year, along with the Javelin)  

50mG Age: 8: Sophie Thompson 

50mG Age 10:  Regan Kay 

80mG Age: 5: Tina Tuinawaivuvu 

80mB Age 9: Andrew Fincham 

100mB Age 12: Nathan Kay 

200mG Age 10: Regan Kay 

200mB Age 10: Angus Hodgen 

200mG Age 9: Brooke Dunn 

200mB Age 9: Andrew Fincham 

200mG Age 8: Sophie Thompson 

200mB Age 8: Harry Woods 

200mG Age 7: Leah Crawford 

200mB Age 7: Will Zino 

Discus G Age 9: Brooke Dunn 

Discus G Age 13: Millie Hassall 

Shotput G Age 12: Briana Hodgen 

Longjump G Age11: Georgie Bethell 

Longjump B Age13: Jack Zino 

High Jump G Age10: Regan Kay 

High Jump B Age13: Jack Zino equal Caleb Beck 

1200mB Age 12: Nathan Kay 

Javelin G Age 11: Sophia Thopmson 

Javelin B Age 11: Josh Gunn 

 

7th November, Discovery Trip to Tuhaitara Park 
“Yes!!,morning tea” I shouted as we got out of the car.  I got my bag and raced to the Tuhaitara Park.  I 
dump my bag on a chair and got something out of my lunchbox then raced to the slide.  I wasn’t the only 
one in line.  There were heaps of kids.  “I love this place” I shouted.  It was so fun!! Then we got called into 
our teams.  After that we went into the lounge and a man named Greg talked to us about this nature park we 
were at.  He gave us a map and said we were going to the boardwalk.  We saw heaps of native plants and I 
loved it all.  I didn’t like the pushing and shoving but we are a big community, so yeah.  I loved the walk 
because there was heaps of nature and plants and pine trees.  “Stop” said Greg, as he put his hand up. Once 
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we had all stopped Greg started telling us about this walk and where we were going to go.  He also showed a 
plant called a Lemonwood.  We got to pick a leaf of the plant and sniff, then he told us we were going to keep 
walking till we got to a little board.  Once we got there we had to be very quiet because we might hear some 
bird sounds around the lagoon.  We saw three swans and two ducks on the lagoon and we also saw a big 
spider on the board.  Indigo tried to squish it but it crawled into a little hole.  We listened to Greg as he said 
we just had to walk another 1000 metres and then we were going to see a trap be set and a beehive with 
buzzing bees. 

Artwork by Sophie Frost 

Once we got there Greg opened a gate and we quietly went in and watched Greg set a trap, then we went and 
saw the beehive.  On the way back from the beehive I saw a loose tree in the way so I held it back for 
everyone.  Once we were out the gate we went through a forest that led to the caravan park and then to the 
carpark where we had started.  Once we got there we went to get out bags and go to the tables.  Once I had 
my lunch I went to play for my last time on the park and then we had to leave.  I was so tired after the trip 
that I feel asleep.  That trip was so much fun.  I bet the whole of Discovery loved it and I hope Discovery 
have another trip coming up.  Ashlee Murray, Wiaporoporo, Year 3 

 
8th November, Sports Award Prizegiving 
We hosted our inaugural Hurunui College Sports’ Prizegiving this 
year. This was a fantastic event that celebrated our sporting successes 
from across the year and was a great opportunity to showcase 
individual success, independent from the end of year prizegiving.  It 
was wonderful to see a good turnout of parents and the immediate 
feedback has been very complimentary of the occasion.  It was a 
pleasant surprise to have the Super Rugby trophy on show, 
accompanied by our quest speaker Shane Fletcher; the Crusaders 
manager.  We really appreciated Shane taking the time to come out 
and talk to our school community about striving for success and what it means to work towards a clear goal.  
Establishing a baseline of where we are presently is critical to putting the steps in place to reach any goal.  He 
added that it is about never being the best at anything, but about being the best you can be in everything you 
do.  Congratulations to everybody who received awards and we look forward to presenting the Sportsman and 
Sportswoman of the year trophies at the end of the year. SB 

 

9th November, Last day for Year 11-13 
This marked the last day for our Year 13 students at Hurunui College.  It is a very momentous time in 
everybody’s life and a major milestone to trip over on our way into the big bad, real world.  It is even more 
significant for a number of our seniors as they become Hurunui College Survivors, completing all 13 years of 
their education at Hurunui College.  This is a rarity for any student and something these few can feel very 
proud of. They have lived and been educated in their community and we trust that the skills and connections 
they have gained along the way will allow them to move forward and be successful in life.  To move on from 
school and become active and contributing members of our society is by far the biggest measure of success 
and we hope we have done our part to assist our students in doing this.  At a final assembly, the leavers were 
farewelled from the school and wished all the best for the years ahead. SB 

 

7th November, Singing Exams 
After a year of hard work four student went with Sarah Cassidy to their singing examinations last week, then 
had a nervous time waiting for their results. 

Brie Hodgen and Maggie Ferguson took their grade 3 exam and both passed. 

Jacob Ward and Katie Gunn took their grade 6 and both achieved merits. 

Massive congratulations to all as this is a massive achievement. Thank you to Sarah for all her hard work 
getting them to this point. Ka Pai  

14th November, HPSSA Athletics 
A group of students were selected from doing well at our  athletic day to go Amuri Area School for the 
HPSSA Athletics. 

The team were:  

8 year olds  Ashlee Murray, Katelyn Burnett, Sophie Thompson, Sinead Chisnall, Annie-May McKay, 
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Back Row: Ms J Banks, Charlotte 
Thompson, Will Butters, Caitlyn Ferguson, 
Darcy Ramsay, Quinn Anderson, Hezekiah 
Buckland, Beth Earl 

Front Row: Jody Kelland, Eva Kelly, 
Hunter McKinlay, Noa Cory, Pippa 
Ginders, Lily Frost, Elizabeth Murray, 
Kyana Robins 

Absent: Lena Rae 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Miss J Jackson, Harry Sidey, 
Hamish Thompson, Joshua Spencer, Ian 
McNaughton, Gemma Costello, Carina 
Clarence 

Front Row: Jack Savage, Jake Abbott, Jake 
Kirkland-Manderson, Khaliah Robins, 
Samantha Jackson, Alexa Velmonte, 
Aurora Smith 

Absent: Charlie Donohue-Braas, Abby 
Iremonger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Zac Shennan, Charlie Carthy, 
Henri Morgan, Leon Thomas, Ashlee 
Murray 

Middle Row: Mr C Toki, Connor Earl, 
Emma Kinzett, Sinead Chisnall, Bailee 
Cattermole, Te Whero Donohue-Braas, 
Sophie Frost, Mrs S Kelly 

Front Row: Josie Earl, Samuel Dobbs, 
Shea Kelly, Kohatu Cottrell, Will Zino, 
Leah Crawford, Dustin Wright, Libby 
Ginders 

Absent: Liam Clausen 
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Back Row: William Munsey, Andrew 
Fincham, Blake Earl, Thomas Barnes, 
Jayde McLean, Gemma Ralph, Riley 
Abbott 

Middle Row: Mrs B Gunn, Harry Woods, 
Harry Giller, Flynn Ginders, Anika 
Clarence, Grace McKnight, Davey Talivai, 
Mrs S Wilson 

Front Row: Grace Dagcutan, Pieta Sidey, 
Sophie Thompson, Cameron Berry, 
Hannah Buckland, Ben Spencer, Katelyn 
Burnett 

Absent: Alice Iremonger, Eruera Madden 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Ms L Brinsford, Luke Chisnall, 
Ella Richards, Clara Giller, Sophie Wright, 
Rowan Morgan, Abbie Baguley 

Middle Row: Angus Hodgen, Regan Kay, 
Hunter Cattermole, Neve Cassidy, Rowan 
Clausen, Maddie Brinsdon 

Front Row: Katie Keeble, Angel 
Dagcutan, Hayley Earl, Seth Smith, Ollie 
Zino, Emily Harris, Brooke Dunn, Katie 
Spencer 

Absent: Shane Gannaban, Nevaeh 
Newman 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Harper Pugh, Willow 
Wildermoth, Briana Hodgen, Mateo 
Bonny 

Third Row: Rachael Burnett, Josh Gunn, 
Olivia Frame, Sam Earl, Brooke McLean, 
Jakob Pascoe 

Second Row: Mrs J McQuillan, Caleb 
Spencer, Georgie Bethell, Maggie 
Ferguson, David Dagcutan, Geordie 
Hassall, Neihana Hoeta Smith 

Front Row: Brandon Johnson, Sophia 
Thompson, Cody McMullan, Ella 
Ferguson, Daniel Topp, Jessica Fincham, 
Cody Quirke, Ruth Buckland 
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Back Row: Nathan Kay, William Costello, 
Lucy Frame, Alizae Tavai, Rommel Wilson 

Third Row: Fred Calder, Catelyn Berry, 
Chevannah Smith, Kathryn Gunn, Lilijana 
Paton, Wyatt McKay 

Second Row: Mrs B Bailey, Jack Zino, 
Harrison Sykes, Alexei Nichol, Millie 
Hassall, Mrs P Beck, Miss S Talivai 

Front Row: Pan Wattanapradit, Anika 
McWin, Martin Quigley, April Kelly, Jack 
Tweed, Tahlia Beck, Joseph Clark, Stacey 
Jack, George Hicks 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Adain Redshaw, Amber 
Sowden, Daniel Purvis, Roddy Murchison, 
Damien Durand, Emily McNaughton, 
Dylan Curtis 

Middle Row: Mr N Klein, Crystal Reed, 
Shakira Cameron, Sakoya Johnstone, Jake 
Topp, Yasmin Sparks, Beth Hicks, Mr B 
Ferguson 

Front Row: Ben Harris, Jacob Ward, Lenix 
Trembath, Dean Cottrell, Bailey Carr, 
Liam Cassidy, Chevon White, Logan 
Dunn, Roan Sullivan 

Absent: Aidan McLean, Taleia MacMillan, 
Callum Clausen, Shannon Baker, Hamish 
Baker, Bill Bailey 

 

 

 

Back Row: Beau McKay, Luke Sterne, 
Caleb Norton, Zak Davis, Quan Quirke 

Middle Row: Miss H Ross, Georgia 
Costello, Jacob Paton, Mitch Berry, Abigail 
Merry, Charlee Barrett, Claire Pansters 

Front Row: Bradley White, Sapphire 
Sunnex, Pinto Wattanapradit, Brooke 
Plaskett, Carlos Earle, Trinity O'Brien, 
Ashley Burnett, Matthew Stackhouse 

Absent: Jordan Dunn, Liam Marsh, Jade 
Northover, Luke Svensson, William White 
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Back Row: Conor Higgins, Eli Bullmore, 
Douglas Quigley, Cailan Morgan, Tristan 
Durand, Morgan Bailey, Emily Dellaway 

Middle Row: Ms E Merkl, Jackson 
Northover, Cassie Keith, Brodie Cameron, 
Charlotte Cassidy, Hamish Stackhouse, 
Zoe Watson, Mrs A Costello 

Front Row: Chloe-Jane Ford, Tessa Allan, 
Briar Sparks, Shani Goomes, Holly Crean, 
Hayley Spencer, Storme Smith, Mackenzie 
Hinde, Ashleigh Brown 

Absent: Eilish Walther 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: George Wilkins, Ethan Purvis, 
Henry Earl, Jake Unsworth, Johnny 
Murchison 

Middle Row: Mr S McNaughton, Krista 
Vernal, Josh Collins, Jackson Bau, Kent 
Palabrica, Blair Wilkins 

Front Row: Asra Ginders, Sarah Allington, 
Ashleigh Lintott, Cherie Sutherland, Jean 
Durand, Grace Spencer, Jack Trembath 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Dylan Topp, Corde 
Prendeville, Blair Norton, Flynn Crean, 
Fletcher Earl, Levi Cameron, James 
Crosby 

Front Row: Chantelle White, Laura Clyma, 
Cherish Bullmore, Skyla Squires, Tessa 
McGirr, Jamie-Lee Barnes, Ashleigh 
Watson, Miriam Clark 
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Back Row: Krista Vernal, Jackson Bau, 
Blair Wilkins, Mr B Ferguson 

Front Row: Fletcher Earl, Blair Norton, 
Flynn Crean, Henry Earl, Jake Unsworth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Corde Prendeville, Douglas 
Quigley, Blair Norton, Flynn Crean, Henry 
Earl, Fletcher Earl, Dylan Topp 

Third Row: Hayley Spencer, Ashleigh 
Lintott, Ashleigh Watson, Krista Vernal, 
Jackson Bau, Blair Wilkins, Luke Sterne, 
Beau McKay, Quan Quirke 

Second Row: Mr B Ferguson, Ashleigh 
Brown, Amber Sowden, Mitch Berry, 
Charlee Barrett, Storme Smith, Asra 
Ginders, Briar Sparks, Tessa Allan 

Front Row: Crystal Reed, Yasmin Sparks, 
Georgia Costello, Liam Cassidy, Jacob 
Paton, Jake Topp, Sakoya Johnstone, Beth 
Hicks, Lenix Trembath 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Blair Wilkins, Jackson Bau, 
Douglas Quigley, Henry Earl, Fletcher 
Earl, Krista Vernal 

Middle Row: Rommel Wilson, Zoe 
Watson, Charlee Barrett, Mitch Berry, 
Ashleigh Watson, Alizae Tavai, Storme 
Smith 

Front Row: Jessica Fincham, Jack Zino, 
Olivia Frame, Briar Sparks, Georgia 
Costello, Tessa Allan, Millie Hassall, Fred 
Calder, Tahlia Beck 
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Back Row: Jamie-Lee Barnes, Briana 
Hodgen, Charlotte Cassidy, Corde 
Prendeville, Lucy Frame, Zoe Watson 

Front Row: Ella Ferguson, Millie Hassall, 
Josh Gunn, Rommel Wilson, Jake Topp, 
Nathan Kay, Olivia Frame, Liam Cassidy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Josh Gunn, Rommel Wilson, 
Nathan Kay, Geordie Hassall 

Front Row: Regan Kay, Olivia Frame, 
Lucy Frame, Millie Hassall, Georgie 
Bethell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Miss H Ross, Ashleigh Lintott, 
Krista Vernal, Tessa McGirr, Jamie-Lee 
Barnes, Mrs J Keeble 

Front Row: Tessa Allan, Asra Ginders, 
Ashleigh Watson, Zoe Watson, Storme 
Smith, Chantelle White 
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L-R Tahlia Beck, Harper Pugh, Lucy 
Frame, Olivia Frame, Cody Quirke 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Maggie Ferguson, Katie Gunn 

Front Row: Daniel Topp, Jack Zino, 
Nathan Kay, Josh Gunn  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Hunter Cattermole, Sophie 
Wright, Flynn Ginders, Neve Cassidy, Nils 
Klein 

Front Row: Ollie Zino, Luke Chisnall, 
Regan Kay, Katie Keeble, Emily Harris, 
Angus Hodgen 
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Back Row: Rommel Wilson, Briana 
Hodgen, Mateo Bonny, Millie Hassall 

Front Row: Jakob Pascoe, Neihana Hoeta-
Smith, Ella Ferguson, April Kelly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Ben Harris, Jake Topp, Roddy 
Murchison, Liam Cassidy 

Front Row: Crystal Reed, Beth Hicks, 
Yasmin Sparks, Bailey Carr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Storme Smith, Krista Vernal, Tessa 
McGirr, Jamie-Lee Barnes, Chloe-Jane 
Ford 

Absent: Jade Northover, India Garden-
Young 
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Back Row: Morgan Bailey, Kent Palabrica, 
Josh Collins, Douglas Quigley 

Front Row: Jackson Bau, Henry Earl 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L-R Morgan Bailey, Douglas Quigley Eli 
Bulmore 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Back Row: Russell McCallum, Melissa 
Brown, Martin Zeinert, Brendon 
Ferguson, Nils Klein, Tim Kelly, Stuart 
McNaughton, Chris Toki 

Third Row: Jenni McQuillan, Bronwyn 
Gunn, Haley Ross, Lauren Brinsford, 
Jenny Jackson, Mike Kemen, Sonia Talivai 

Second Row: Judith Topp, Sam Wilson, 
Paula Beck, Ruth Berry, Jenny Banks, 
Jenny Keeble, Beth Bailey, Elisa Merkl, 
Sonya Kelly 

Front Row: Viv McIntosh, John Valentine, 
Jane Marsh, Steve Beck, Iain Thompson, 
Phil Biddlecombe, Anne Costello, Beryl 
Wildman 
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Students who started at Hurunui College after school photos were taken: 

Whero Katie Devine, Tina Tuinawaivuvu, Indi Cooper-McLean, Nico Svensson, Rawiri Haira, 
Jens Grove, Mason Rogers 

Kakariki  Khloe Kenny 

Kowhai  Gemma Ralph, Preston Johnson, Millie Sidey, Tai Haira, Annie May McKay 

Kikorangi Hannah Sidey, Miane Grove 

Karaka C.J Johnson, Karaitiana Haira, Horton McKay 

Year 8 Liam Carson, Ariki Haira 

Year 9 Seth Cooper-MacLean, Destiny McDonald 

Year 10 Ashleigh Hawley 
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PRIZE LIST 
WHERO CLASS  
Indi Cooper-Mclean For beginning to settle into school life and trying hard to look after her belongings 
Noa Cory For achievement in Reading and Mathematics 
Katie Devine For settling into Whero Class and for achievement in Reading and Writing 
Beth Earl RISE  -  For showing consistent RISE values all year, having a brilliant attitude to 

learning and achievement in Reading 
Caitlyn Ferguson For being a keen learner and for progress in Reading and diligence in Writing and 

Art 
Pippa Ginders For a great attitude to learning and achievement in Art and Reading 
Jens Grove For settling into Whero Class, and achievement in Writing and athletics 
Rawiri Haira For settling into Whero class and diligence in Mathematics and Reading 
Jody Kelland For achievement in Reading and Writing and diligence in Mathematics 
Eva Kelly For being a caring and responsible class member and for achievement and diligence 

in Writing and Reading 
Hunter Mckinlay For achievement in Mathematics and Art 
Elizabeth Murray RISE - Showing consistent RISE values all year, having a brilliant attitude to 

learning and diligence in Reading and Mathematics 
Lena Rae For being a caring class member and for achievement in Mathematics 
Kyana Robins For being a hard worker and achievement in Art 
Mason Rogers For beginning to settle into school life and follow the class routines 
Nico Svensson For a brilliant imagination in storytelling and sharing his knowledge about 

dinosaurs 
Charlotte Thompson RISE - For showing consistent RISE values all year and for a brilliant attitude to 

learning and achievement in Writing, Art, and diligence in Reading 
Tina Tuinawaivuvu For being a keen learner who has made fantastic progress in Reading, Writing and 

Athletics 
 
KAKARIKI CLASS  
Jake Abbott Excellence in Physical Education and a determined hard worker, who tries his 

hardest in everything to improve all learning areas 
Quinn Anderson Excellence in Physical Education, who tries his hardest in everything and has 

improved in all learning areas 
Hezekiah Buckland Excellence in Mathematics, a positive attitude and for being a good buddy in group 

activities 
Gemma Costello For being a supportive and hardworking team player who has showed excellence by 

making fantastic progress in all learning areas 
Charlie Donohue-Braas For working well in a team, having a positive attitude and working hard to make 

improvements in all learning areas 
Lily Frost For being a happy, determined, supportive team member who thinks quickly and 

has made great improvements in all learning areas 
Samantha Jackson RISE - For consistently showing the RISE values all year by being inclusive, caring 

and always helping others while also showing excellence in all academic areas 
Khloe Kenny For excellence in Reading and for persevering in things she finds challenging 
Jake Kirkland-Manderson Excellence in Mathematics, 'out of the box' thinking, and for being a kind and 

caring class member 
Ian Mcnaughton For coming up with great ideas, persevering when things are tricky and for being 

hard working in all learning areas 
Darcy Ramsay Excellence in Mathematics, for being determined to give his best in everything and 

for improvement in all learning areas 
Khaliah Robins Excellence in Reading and Writing and making great improvements in Mathematics 
Jack Savage For 'out of the box' thinking, having a positive attitude to working hard and for 

making great improvements in Reading and Mathematics 
Harry Sidey RISE - For consistently showing the RISE values all year by showing integrity by 

doing the right thing, being determined to always produce high quality work and 
always helping others 
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Aurora Smith For having a positive attitude and making great improvements in Reading, 
Writing and Mathematics 

Joshua Spencer For being a hardworking, positive and supportive Kakariki student who has 
improved in all learning areas 

Hamish Thompson RISE - For consistently showing the RISE values all year by being a leader in 
class, being kind, helpful and patient to everyone and showing excellence in all 
academic areas. 

Alexa Velmonte Excellence in all learning areas, for being hard working, having a positive 
attitude, and helpful to all 

 
WAIPOROPORO CLASS  
Charlie Carthy For great progress in physical activities and for the determination shown all year 

when taking on physical challenges 
Bailee Cattermole For general excellence in all academic areas and for being a great help to the 

teacher and peers 
Sinead Chisnall For thinking of others, taking on lead roles in class activities and for being a 

responsible person who can be relied on 
Liam Clausen For outstanding effort in Writing all year and for producing work that is creative 

and incredibly interesting 
Kohatu Cottrell For being a diligent student who puts an incredible effort, and tries his very best 

with schoolwork every day 
Leah Crawford For being a diligent worker throughout the year, and for excellence in sporting 

activities 
Samuel Dobbs For being a reliable leader who has shown a huge improvement over all areas, 

particularly in Physical Education and Art 
Te Whero Donohue-Braas For the massive improvement and great progress made in confidence and 

participation in all areas 
Connor Earl RISE - For consistently showing Respect and Integrity by being polite, respectful 

and thinking of others which has been beneficial to the entire class 
Josie Earl RISE - For consistently showing Service all year by being so helpful to peers and 

the teacher which has helped to make our classroom a wonderful place to be in 
Sophie Frost For outstanding achievement in Art and for the huge improvement made in 

Reading 
Libby Ginders For having a caring attitude and the huge effort put into improving Reading and 

Writing and exceptional achievement in Art. 
Shea Kelly For the amazing stories written this year and for your incredible enthusiasm and 

achievement in Mathematics, which is an inspiration to us all 
Emma Kinzett For being a talented and expressive writer who consistently produces quality 

work for all forms of Writing 
Henri Morgan For working hard to improve your organisational skills and the effort and 

enthusiasm put into Athletics 
Ashlee Murray RISE - For being a great role model of our school value Excellence, and for 

showing Excellence in all activities at school 
Zac Shennan For your positive attitude to reading and the big effort put into attending school 

fulltime 
Leon Thomas For creativity and accomplishments in any form of construction, and for the 

huge effort put into improving Reading 
Khalani Tuinawaivuvu For being an excellent role model and for consistently doing your best to do the 

right thing in the classroom 
Dustin Wright For outstanding work in Art and for the hard work put into Reading everyday 
Will Zino RISE - For being a great example of all the RISE values and demonstrating these 

by having a caring nature and willingness to contribute positively to our 
classroom culture 

 
KOWHAI CLASS  
Andrew Fincham For Academic Excellence in Mathematics and Reading 
Flynn Ginders For Academic Excellence in Inquiry 
Grace McKnight For Academic Excellence in Reading 
Millie Sidey For Academic Excellence in Writing 
Sophie Thompson For Academic Excellence in Writing and Inquiry 
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Harry Giller RISE - For always being respectful and responsible and for striving for excellence 
in all he does 

Grace McKnight RISE - For consistently demonstrating all RISE values, especially Respect and 
Integrity 

Davey Talivai RISE - For consistent effort with home learning and for Respect and Excellence 
Sophie Thompson RISE - For consistently demonstrating all RISE values and striving for excellence in 

and out of the classroom 
 
KIKORANGI CLASS  
Hunter Cattermole For Academic Excellence in Writing 
Rowan Clausen For Academic Excellence in Mathematics and Reading 
Hayley Earl For Academic Excellence in Writing 
Emily Harris For Academic Excellence in Mathematics 
Ollie Zino For Academic Excellence in Inquiry 
Maddie Brinsdon RISE - For consistently showing RISE values in and outside the classroom 
Angel Dagcutan RISE - For consistently showing RISE values especially respect 
Clara Giller RISE - For consistently showing excellence in all she does and demonstrating all of 

the RISE values 
Hannah Sidey RISE - For consistently showing integrity and service in all activities 
Sophie Wright RISE - For consistently showing all the RISE values in and outside the classroom 
 
KARAKA CLASS  
Georgie Bethell For Academic Excellence in Mathematics 
Jessica Fincham For Academic Excellence in Writing and Art and diligence in Physical Education 

and Technology 
Daniel Topp For Academic Excellence in Mathematics, Reading and Writing 
Willow Wildermoth For Academic Excellence in Reading 
Maggie Ferguson For academic achievement in Technology 
Rachael Burnett For diligence in Art 
Jakob Pascoe For Academic Excellence in Inquiry and Physical Education 
Ruth Buckland RISE - For demonstrating outstanding RISE values all year 
Jessica Fincham RISE - For demonstrating outstanding RISE values in all areas of school life 
Briana Hodgen RISE - For demonstrating outstanding RISE values in the classroom 
Daniel Topp RISE - For demonstrating outstanding RISE values throughout the school 
 
HOME LEARNING CHALLENGE 
Bronze  Brooke Dunn, Katie Keeble, Maddie Brinsdon, Davey Talivai 
Silver  Gus Hodgen, Sophie Wright 
Gold  Georgie Bethell, Ruth Buckland, Ella Ferguson, Maggie Ferguson, Jessica Fincham, 

Joshua Gunn, Briana Hodgen 
Platinum  Tahlia Beck, Katie Gunn, Millie Hassall, April Kelly, Lily Paton, Martin Quigley 
 
YEAR 8 
Merit Certificates  
Tahlia Beck For diligence in Health & Physical Education 
Fred Calder For academic achievement in Social Studies and diligence in Art 
Joseph Clark For academic achievement in Science 
William Costello For diligence in Foods 
Millie Hassall For academic achievement in Maori and diligence in Technology 
Martin Quigley For diligence in Science 
Jack Tweed For diligence in Maori 
Rommel Wilson For academic achievement in Mathematics and diligence in Social Studies 
Jack Zino For diligence in Music 
Diligence Award  
Nathan Kay For academic achievement in English and diligence in Mathematics 
Top Academic  
Katie Gunn For academic achievement in Music, Art, Technology, Health & Physical Education 

and Foods and diligence in English 
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YEAR 9 
Merit Certificates  
Dylan Curtis For diligence in Art 
Damien Durand For diligence in Foods 
Beth Hicks For diligence in Mathematics 
Sakoya Johnstone For academic achievement in English, Technology and Foods 
Roddy Murchison For academic achievement in Maori and diligence in Social Studies 
Amber Sowden For academic achievement in Health & Physical Education 
Yasmin Sparks For diligence in Music 
Jake Topp For academic achievement in Art 
Jacob Ward For academic achievement in Music 
Diligence Award 
Liam Cassidy For diligence in  English, Science and Health & Physical Education 
Top Academic 
Callum Clausen For academic achievement in Mathematics, Science and Social Studies and 

diligence in Maori and Technology 
 
YEAR 10 
Merit Certificates 
Charlee Barrett For diligence in Mathematics 
Georgia Costello For academic achievement in Food and Design 
Jade Northover For diligence in Maori 
Caleb Norton For academic achievement in Art 
Trinity O'Brien For diligence in Music 
Claire Pansters For diligence in Art 
Jacob Paton For academic achievement in Technology Hard Materials and Health & Physical 

Education 
Luke Sterne For academic achievement in Maori 
Pinto Wattanapradit For diligence in Science and Health & Physical Education 
Diligence Award 
Bradley White For academic achievement in Social Studies and diligence in English and 

Technology Hard Materials 
Top Academic 
Abigail Merry For academic achievement in English, Mathematics, Science and Music and 

diligence in Social Studies 
 
YEAR 11 
Merit Certificates 
Morgan Bailey For academic achievement in Science and  History and diligence in Health & 

Physical Education 
Ashleigh Brown For academic achievement in Art and Music and diligence in Art 
Emily Dellaway For academic achievement and diligence in H.S.I 
Tristan Durand Certificates in Headway - Craft, Meal and Drink Preparation, Managing Self, Safe 

Travelling and I.C.T. 
Mackenzie Hinde For diligence in Geography 
Jackson Northover Certificates in Headway - Managing Self, Safe Travelling, Meal and Drink 

Preparation and I.C.T 
Douglas Quigley For diligence in History 
Hayley Spencer For diligence in Health and Physical Education 
Eilish Walther For academic achievement and diligence in Textiles and diligence in Science 
Diligence Award 
Hamish Stackhouse For diligence in English, Agriculture and Workshop Metal & Wood 
Top Academic 
Tessa Allan For academic achievement in Mathematics, English, Geography and Health & 

Physical Education and diligence in Mathematics and English 
YEAR 12 
Merit Certificates 
Sarah Allington For diligence in Art 
Jackson Bau For academic achievement in Health & Physical Education 
Jean Durand For diligence in History 
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Asra Ginders For academic achievement in History and Music and diligence in Music 
Ashleigh Lintott For academic achievement in H.S.I 
Johnny Murchison For diligence in H.S.I and Pathways 
Krista Vernal For diligence in Health and Physical Education 
George Wilkins For academic achievement in Pathways and diligence in Mathematics and 

Geography 
Diligence Award  
Josh Collins For academic achievement in DVC, Art and Workshop Metal and Wood and 

diligence in DVC, Workshop Metal & Wood and Physics 
Top Academic  
Grace Spencer For academic achievement in Mathematics, English, Geography, Physics and 

Biology and diligence in English and Biology 
YEAR 13 
Merit Certificates  
Jamie-Lee Barnes For academic achievement in Art 
Levi Cameron For diligence in Physics 
Laura Clyma Certificates in Headway - Managing Self, Meal and Drink Preparation, Safe 

Travelling and I.C.T 
Flynn Crean For diligence in Health and Physical Education 
Chantelle White For academic achievement in History 
Diligence Award  
Cherish Bullmore For academic achievement and diligence in DVC and Workshop Metal & Wood 

SPORTING AWARDS  
Swimming Awards  
Ron Pierce Memorial Cup Champion Boy Swimmer (Year 4 and under) Riley Abbott 
Ron Pierce Memorial Cup Champion Girl Swimmer (Year 4 and under) Sophie Thompson 
Rutherford Challenge Cup Champion Junior Boy Swimmer (Year 5/6) Flynn Ginders 
Rutherford Challenge Cup Champion Junior Girl Swimmer (Year 5/6) Sophie Wright 
Hawarden Swimming Club Cup Champion Girl Swimmer (Year 7-10) Lucy Frame 
Taruna Cup Champion Boy Swimmer (Year 7-10) Rommel Wilson 
Clarkson Cup Senior Girl Swimming Champion= Charlotte Cassidy  
Clarkson Cup Senior Girl Swimming Champion= Krista Vernal  
Senior Boy Swimming Champion Flynn Crean 
Cross Country Cross Country 
Cross Country Champion 1st Junior Girl (10th student overall) Forster Cup (Year4-6) Regan Kay 
Cross Country Champion 1st Junior Boy (16th student overall) Forster Cup (Year4-6) Ollie Zino 
Cross Country 2nd Junior Girl (32nd student overall) (Year 4-6) Sophie Thompson 
Cross Country  2nd Junior Boy(18th student overall)  (Year 4-6) Andrew Fincham 
Cross Country Champion Senior Girl (7th student overall) Mitchell Family Cup (Year7-13) Miriam Clark 
Cross Country Champion Senior Boy (1st student overall) R Hibbard Cup (Year 7-13) Henry Earl 
Triathlon Champions  
Triathlon Champion Junior Team  (Year 5-8) Fred Calder 
 Rommel Wilson 
 Jack Zino 
Triathlon Champion Junior Boy  (Year 5-8) Nathan Kay 
Triathlon Champion Junior Girl (Year 5-8) Millie Hassall 
Triathlon Champion Senior Team  (Year 9-13) Jamie-Lee Barnes 
 Blair Wilkins 
Triathlon Champion Senior Girl (Year 9-13) Tessa Allan 
Triathlon Champion Senior Boy (Year 9-13) Corde Prendeville 
Badminton and Tennis  
Badminton Champion Girl Miriam Clark 
Badminton Champion Boy Flynn Crean 
Tennis Champion Junior Girl Hurunui College Cup Georgie Bethell 
Tennis Champion Junior Boy Adam Atkinson Memorial Trophy Geordie Hassall 
Tennis Champion Senior Girl Millie Hassall 
Tennis Champion Senior Boy Rommel Wilson 
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Athletics  
Athletic Champion Runner up (Year 3/4) Boy Harry Woods 
Athletic Champion Runner up (Year 3/4) Girl Leah Crawford 
Hassall Cup Most Outstanding Junior Boy Athlete (Year 3/4) Riley Abbott 
Hassall Cup Most Outstanding Junior Girl Athlete (Year 3/4) Sophie Thompson 
Athletic Champion Runner up (Year 5/6) Boy Andrew Fincham 
Athletic Champion Runner up (Year 5/6)  Girl Brooke Dunn 
McCort Cup Champion Junior Boy Athlete (Year 5/6) Ollie Zino 
School Council Cup Champion Junior Girl Athlete (Year 5/6) Regan Kay 
Year 7-10 Champion Athlete Runner up Boy = Nathan Kay  
Year 7-10 Champion Athlete Runner up Boy = Jack Zino  
Year 7-10 Champion Athlete Runner up Girl Lucy Frame 
Year 7-10 Champion Girl Athlete Millie Hassall 
Year 7-10 Champion Boy Athlete Jacob Paton 
Senior Girl Champion Athlete Krista  Vernal 
Senior Boy Champion Athlete Flynn Crean 
 
Rifle Shooting 
Recognition of Secondary School Smallbore Rifle Shooting achievements Douglas Quigley 
 
Zonta Sporting Awards 
Outstanding Individual Achievemnt by a Young Sportsperson, specialising in one sport  
 Jackson Bau 
The Best All Round Young Sportperson who has achieved in more than one sporting code  
 Blair Norton 
 Flynn Crean 
SPECIAL SPORTING AWARDS  
Sportswoman  of the Year Krista Vernal 
Sportsman of the Year Flynn Crean 
Blackwells Sports Cup Flynn Crean 
 
SPECIAL AWARDS  
Excellence In Hospitality (Pat Manning Cup) Emily Dellaway 
Mainpower Prize Excellence in Mathematics and Physics Miriam Clark 
  
SPEECH AND CULTURAL AWARDS  
Excellence In Speech Making Junior Chisnall Cup Millie Hassall 
Excellence In Speech Making Intermediate Chisnall  Cup Liam Clausen 
Excellence In Speech Making Senior Chisnall Cup Flynn Crean 
Junior Oral Language Cup Angus Hodgen 
Excellence In Performing Arts Yasmin Sparks 
Contribution to Music within the School Katie Gunn 
Visual Arts Award Jamie-Lee Barnes 
Wordsmith Award  For Excellence In Writing Morgan Bailey 
Ka Mau Te Wehi award for overall achievement in Maori Luke Sterne 
Kia Kaia award for persistence, courage and confidence in Kapahaka Roddy Murchison 
 
CITIZENSHIP AWARDS  
Mainpower Junior Citizenship Award Jessica Fincham 
Citizenship Girl (Layla Lennon Trophy) Miriam Clark 
Citizenship Boy  (Reuben Sanders Trophy) Flynn Crean 
Jacquie Topp Cup Skyla Squires 
Robert Topp Shield Bradley White 
Gilbert Cup Tessa Allan 
Forrester Agriculture Trophy Hamish Stackhouse 
Hurunui College Environmentalist of the Year Ashleigh Watson 
New Zealand Area Schools Association Student Excellence Award Miriam Clark 
 
DUX OF THE SCHOOL  
For academic achievement in Mathematics with Statistics, English, Geography, Health & Physical Education 
and Physics and diligence in Mathematics with Statistics and English Miriam Clark 
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HURUNUI COLLEGE 

ENTER TO LEARN, LEAVE TO SERVE  WHAKAURU KI TE AKO, WEHE ATU KIA MANAAKITIA ENTER TO LEARN, LEAVE TO SERVE  WHAKAURU KI TE AKO, WEHE ATU KIA MANAAKITIA 


